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CINCHIO-Q-UININE.
wc ate ns has been tested in all parts of the country,

aony-QUIINE, which w a placed in the hands of himportant constituents of Perweian Bark,
i, i the testimony in its favor s decided and unequivocal. It c nt exteral agent8.

Uinidia, Cinchonia and ijinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, a n er

'tst h ie chonine, and cinchonidine.
ave ,tested CINCHo-QUININE, and have found it to contain q e idine, Peffem and Mineralogy.F.P.(;N]f Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

• UII UNIVERSITy o OCNicAGo, February 1, 18f5.

' I h L ABoEA ToZy or 'rsfabttie of CiNCno-QUININE, and by direc-

tl4 àereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents Of a bot tif thatQI nd h e a-

01«e 14 ad a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinckOhnenL BnT WhEE LER, Professor of Chemisatry.

tI ha CtIC tQINEq de GIN 0 g.QUININE, and gnd it to contain qnenene,

iiave Inade a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your g. P.Q* SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.
In h5ftchon, and einchonidise." S.p ARL ,SteAsarofM .

form are contained the important alka. Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to

te r for ae, cnandteiprntak- know that I have used the alki for two years or
II*-eteme nery innypatcan aefudi reîiabi e

'ie of Bark, so as to be accessible to ne rhat yhv u cla for t For r

't 'tteund 9 
nd~ al thdat you claies for it For childrcn

t i .o d. inidia,which is believed to be a and those of irritable ste as well as those too

ati um.! than Quinine; and the alkaloid a- .ized by the Su te, the Cincho acts

rtiedic n, unquestionably produce favor- cbarm , and we can hard y see how we did with-

eisalainunesionly oduce faor t i so long. I hope the supply will continue.

w n alone n 
Yours, with due regard,

It addit.o l .R avoKse, Texas.
't dtiontts superior efficacy as a tonic and J .TYOS oaTxs

o n t has the f ic a sat e a hich I have used your CINCHO-QUININE exclusively for

anr~s vau to hyîcan ae

X ac t it hate fo aantagesour years in this malarial region.

e og xrs te l the srapeutic influence ot Sul- more agreeable to administer. It gives great satisfac-

e u n the same doses, without oppress-D.HCs.sMDLuailysacdh, creating nausea, or producing to•D

ddIstress, as the Sulphate of Quiine fre- I have, use the CiNCHo-QUINiNE eer sine its

.nd it produces much les consttional ducton, and am so weil satisfied with its results

ti shs the chat I use it in all cases in which I formerly used the

ta the great aivantage of being nearly Sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during

>,:a tto the bitter is very slight, and not un- the proxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus
emost sensitive or delicate woman or t n me

kgd. It loenot E. ScHENcx, M.D., Pekin, I11.
tand cess costly; the price will fluctuate with the

thi,~ ft1l 'If Darks bu wili always be much less iamn usn INCHO-QUiNiNIL, andi flnd it to act as

the 8ulphaar ;f ut will alasbemclesial amnd fficiently as the Sulphate.
t ts indicatios not met l rlia case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

ets iand deemits action upon them more beneficial

that of the time-honore ul te.

Middleburg, Pa., than W. C. cHuLTzE, M.D.,
April 13, 1875. of the Sul Marengo, Iowa

1 *n. I cannot refram from givmg you my BOSE THE cHo-QUININE in my pra tice has given the bes
lit'3regardmng CINCHO-QUININE. INCIO-QININ in MY styaton 'ar superior to Sul-

co etice of twenty years, eight of which were of
tu o1'n with a drug store. I have used Quinine *rphate G. Ain.in, . •smauo ar r

>ti cases as are generally recommended b th SlphateQn Nortamoe, Ma e
Nfý,-.ietî y h Sulphate. G. NSALS
De on. In the last four or five years I have used -U N thase th mare

5%fti*n Iaeneebeidiapntdlmy 'urCNNO-QUININE 1 nave useci with markcd
dty your CINcHo-QUNNE in place of rer it in every way to the Sulphate.

tat ave ne bsuccess. P D. M AcxAy, M.D , Dallas, Texas

JNO. Y. SHINDELM.D' n eepf tWenty- ejjV
*le ed mpe fr xOOo~~nfîO reeelpt of twentY-liv cents., or

eSend a sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains Of gien fo orders amounting to on@ hundre

on receipt of one dollar and sixty cents, post paid. Special pr
WRd upwarAC. C ALLY pURE SALTS OF

Bic, A MANniAmUAntir0EWEcANlUFuL L P ReC Gold lod e, Iron, ead

4ei A=nlnum, ÂIStimony, Bartum, Bromtne, Bismuith, 0eiium, Calc iu GiýIOl, loie, rzi ea
Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phospïhorus, B 0 OUm pn applicatwn.

»W Price List and Descriptive Catal/gue)fi"'" ed ýi '

BILLINGS, CLAPP & 0 0 ., Manfart hemists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NIÇHOIS & Co.)

BOSTON, MASS. -------------

Seo WilUng & WiUiatmmsAons's .4Adfertigemcnt pYe e( 8 iai W.Wage 3.
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MOLLER'S
ItEST UOVWEGIAN 0OD-.iVEr Oit.

Du BuscaE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, sa7 a
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."

ABBorrs SurTu, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It
easily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other là0d1
oùl are." orDR. RUDDocKs, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., saya: "We are glad to be able to gire O
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation." yofJ. MARiox Sims, M. D., New York, says: " 1 have prescribed it almost daily, and haV0
reason to be perfectly satisfied witn it."DR. L. A. SAyan, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil wbich
fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: "It is remarkably free from impurities

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Cacs'*

FRSTg PR»IB 11EAR11,IA LIEBRS
SURGICA

AND

L APPLIANCES.
A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for ParalYB1

' W
joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.

JAMES ALUTHOR8Sto
16 King Street East, Toron

TORONTO, Sept. 7, 17
msis I have nuch pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuty,

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those Inando
tured in any part of the world.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. Eng

DR REEVE I BELMONT RETREAT, QUEBE
T'his Institution onened in 1864 as a Private IIS't 110,CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO the Insane has recently baen consideraly enlargedrat t5e

furnishes excellent accomodation for this class of pDISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR, A separate department is also furnishel for Inebriate »Patients are admitted on the certificates of tw rly
men.-Terms from $6.oo to $1o.oo per week qUarte

At the Tecumseh House, London, advance. For further information apply to
On the First Saturday of every month. G. WAKEHAM, or W. WAKFiA

Proprietor. Resident
Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto. P.O. box 1041, Quebec, P.Q.

I
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

PHYSICIANS VISITING LIST FOR 1877.

Of the following Sizes, bound in the best manner, with Tucks, Pockets, and Pencils.

Or25 Patient 2eky... r a.tJn

5 its weekly......Price $o For 5o Patients weekly, 2 vols. o ue* .... Price, $2.50.

100 " '.. " 1.50 Jan. to June.
etroo.... 2.00 e 1o0 " " july to Dec. .. " 3.o

2 P n .INTERLEAVED EDITION.
Patets weekly......Price $i.50 For 5o Patients weekly, z vols. July to ... .Price, $3.oo.

1- .75

'W COPIES sent by mail, postage paid, uPon the re1ei't of thePrice as annexed.

tilt a -Lt bas now been published twenty-six years, and bas met with the hearty and uni-
%., approval of the Profession in all parts of the country, an

P&44ion for the practising Physician.

ood 'nger's handbook of Therapeutics. 4th ed, (1876). $4-25. l

1 layfair's System of Midwifery. (1876). $4.00. -

0a's Ophthalmio and Otic Memoranda. (1876). 81.00.
-alfour Brown on the Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity. (1876). $5.00.

eaows' Manual of Midwifery. 3rd enlarged and revised edition. (1876). $3.25,

Fores' Surgery; its Principles and Practice. 1 vol. of 1000 pp. $6.00.and $7.00.

(18 1anond s Diseases of the Nervous System, 6th edition, revised, re-written and enlarged.

6), 86.00.

is on the Respiratory Organs, Heart and Kidneys, $5.00.

eard & Bockweil's Medical and Surgical Uses of Electricity, 2nd edition, enlarged, $6.25.

-004 MAILED POST FREE ON RECEJPT OF PRICE. GET OUR FULL

'LOGUES. (gratis.)
fof

WILLING & WILLIAMSON.
Medical and General Booksellers and Importers,

12 King Street East, Toronto.
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S
APPARATUsUsI POR

Atomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Local Anæsthesia, &G
B Y the Atomizer, any nedicated liquid may be converted into the finest spray. In this state it may be inhaled into the 00air-cells, thus opening a new era in the treatment of all diseases of the throat and lungs. (Fig. 15) kig b

K It consists of the sphere-shaped brass boiler A, steami outlet tube B, with packi
formed to receive rubber packing through which the atomizing tube D passes, ste300$PlD m and hy means of which tubes, of various sizes, may be tightly held against any force O
by screwing down the cover while the packing is warm; the safety-valve E, capable of
tion to high or low pressure by the spring or screw in its top, the non-conducting ba»which the boiler may be lifted while hot, the medicament cup and cup-holder G, P.1, iron base I I, the glass face-shield J, with oval mouth-piece connected by the ela5O
K with the cradie L, whose slotted staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand MM,
nay be fixed at any height or angle required by the milled screw N.

- G The wastecup, medicament cup andlamp are held in their places in such a
0 that they cannot fallout when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or Oth

All its joints are hard soldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion ofany attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw spirts of hot water, tofrg Sscald the patient. Is compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixth CI'a -M
only, can be carried from place to place without removing the atomizing tube
water, can be unpacked and repacked without loss of time. Will render t 0
service for many years, and is cheap in the best sense of the word. Price 6'Fig.15. The conmplete Stea Atomizer. parts, nickel plated, additional, $2.50. Neatly made, strong black walnut Oltconvenient handle, additional $2.50.

8 The most desirable hand apparatus. Rubber warranted of Ve 11
A - quality. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seatperfectly in all positions. The bulbs are adapted to all the tubesus for Local AnaBsthesia in Surgical Operations, Teeth Extracti th WpF halation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is supplie d .

C carefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanied W1t"
ections for use.

0AN URTLEFf p Every steam Apparatus is tested with steam, atvery high pressure.
S OSN. apparatus is carefully packed for transportation, and warranted perf0'

HAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) with two glas
tubes. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

THE BOSTON ATOMIZER with two glass Atomizing tubes ......
Fig. 5. Shurt1 ng Apparatus. " TREMONT 4 4 ..

rfect.1868. GLASS ATOMIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warrante
8

P.EURMsckel plated, for toie use

NICKEL PLt BES, for Local Ansesthesia and for in.aiaon. ..
RIIIGOLENE , .ocal Anæsthesia, best quality, packed......
NASAL DOUÔEE, for creating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight different varietioe, each with two nozzles pac ked$î-d3

N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sent with the order, either in form of draft, post-office order, retter. 31W For complete i.lustrated price-list of Apparatus, Tubes, &c., see pamphlet.Will send by mail (post-paid), on application, a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished forei auth 1o
Inhalation of Atomized Liquids," with formula ofthose successfully em loyed. Also, an article by Dr. L. W. TVud "iC.P., on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with his formul. Also an illustrated descriptionItApparatus for the above purposes, and for producing Local Anæesthesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polished, and Repaired.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental InstrurDe9"

13 and 15 TREMONT STREET, BH. J. ROSE, corner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the Instruments, also the Pamphlet mentioned*

. IL GE MfRIGI,
MANUFACTURER OF

SUIRGICAL
AND

ORTHOPEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
109 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Aspirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermic Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallie
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &c.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

THE CENTRAL PHARMA<

Chemists and Druggi90f
Corner Of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Toro"i'

AVE on hand the following new remedies whieb
-L be sent to any address in all quantities,

Cinc
G
10-Quinine, Mono-Bromide Caee»D
uarana, Jaborandi. . '
Croton-Chloral Hydrate, SalicYlîC

&c., &c., &c. for
Special attention given to Physicians' prescriPt

Office use, such as Elixirs, Fluid Extractl,
Pilla, Syrups, etc.
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Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co. HORATIO G. KERN,
KA~UFof

LMorO-.PHOSPHA TES.

F0RJUJLA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

CD d Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
4 4 mical Food and Nutritive Tonic.

ý1S n
W a gant preparation combines with a sound Sherry

2 Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-
0 9r®' Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
*<II4 <>~gr. of Alkaloidg of Cali8aya Bark, Quinine, Quini-

half e onine, and /ifteen drope offree Phosphoric Acid to

ofI ca onvalescing from adynamie fevers, in ail condi-
atioli of raed nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-

tion d, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
y n 8, ssipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or anemiec

-it " a n the strumous diathesis in adults and children,
ap be cob ination of great reliability and efficacy, and it

iatak en for a protracted period without becoming
ant the patient.

e 'n 8trychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
t cooia nay be added, each fluid drachm making the
%bia grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable

ýl eiOn in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
teid .Ogpound is prepared with great care, and will be main-

standard purity and strength. Prepared by
T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.

3OLD B Y ALL DR UGGISTS.

xafl ACURER

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

rJHE subscribr woU again remind the Medical and

TI. Dental Prohsion fkat he still cOQtinuOs to maafee-

tuf. bis ceiebrated Instrutnents, in all the varions branches.
Asiduo s attention to the details of the business, which

an expeince of thirty-five years has afforded, has enabled

him to make many improvements in bis

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet
for whioh they are intended, a desideratum which will be
appreciatd by ail wishing to purchase Instruments, that

are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

or i No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. ' , ...... 18.00

Aspirator, N 3, ...... 12.00

Ail the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

Ail orders eLatrsted to his care will be promptly attended

H ÔRATY'J G. KERN,' catalogues furnished on RA i G.aKERN,
Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

ectro-Medical Instruments
and Batteries.

10,

eLEMMINC & TALBOT,

14 FILBER .T STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

NG largely increased our manufacturing facilities,
0th, e tsare now prepared to furnish the finest work, with

limprovements, on reasonable terms.

le Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with
tors ete applying apparatus, and Electrodes and Conduc-

tai their varieties, constantly on hand.

ointracts made for the erection of permanent batteries in
ptals, colleges, and private offices.

1 Con sPPly of Electro-Medical Books always in store.
Cata "cations by mail promptly attended to. Send for

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DRUGS, CHEMICALS, TRUSSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAVIDs' MOTH-PRooF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

SurgeonS Pocket Case for Sale-chea.
reon" pocket Case, entirely new, containing the followin

A lnstrUent--Silver Catheter, male and female combined, and

Caustic Holder, Curved Bistoury, Probe Bistoury, Scalpel, Tenotomy

jÇnf, umi Lancet, Hamilton'a Arer Forceps, Exporlnf Neeffi
Kroved Drecr, Pair of Scissors, 2 Silver Probes, 6 Needle, Skel
Sirk, &. Price $18.

Addres MD., " LANCET" Office, Toronto.
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r er eri Sugar-Coated Ps are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof. Remingto'S'read be/are Arnerican Plianiaceuti.-al Association, Boston, f875.

WARNER & COS

PHOSPHORUS is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nervOU1t
tem, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

LAPSE OF MXEMORY, IIPOTENCY, SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN, LOS#OF NERVE POWER, PRTHIISS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.
The Pilular form ha8 been deemed the most desirable for the administration Qf Phosphorus. It is in a perfect 8 titsubdivision, as it is incorporated wth the material wbile in solution, and is not extinguished by oxidation. {. iiThis method of preparng Phophoru8 ha8 leen drpsovired and brought to PERFECTION by us, and is thus preseO Wits e rementary state, free from repu.sive qualities, wich have so long militated against the use of this poteDvaluable remedy. This l a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under ail circumstances the adtration of Piosphorus shouid om guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only usedlis use in the above named corpaints s supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fiher cBerlin, Dr. Eames (in the Dubln Journal), Dr. Burgess and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatindicated in these cases is-st. Complete rest of mnd, especiaiiy abstention from ail occupations resembliDlfupon which the md bas been overworked ; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in .painful, wich the patient might select; 3rd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these casesrect impressions, putting on y those object befoe tbem caiculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very Dourdiet, especially f shell-fish th. The iniernal admnietration of Phosphorus in Pilutar form, prepared byR. WARNER 4- CO.

94 PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT 0F LIST OF PRICES. -M
Pric Perllo00Pil Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each, 

1 0cPil Phosphori, 1-50 " d . 0
4Pil Phosphori, 1-25 « c * *0

Pil Phosphori Comp.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicoe, j gr.Pil Phosphori, et Nucis Vomicoe,
Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicoe, i gr. 200Pil Phosphori, et Ferri, et Nue. Voin.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vom., i gr.Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quinia, y
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Quinia Sulph., 2 gr. 2 0Pil Phosphori et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. et QuinSe
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.ExtNuc. Vom., 1.8 gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Treatise on "PHOSPHORUS; Its claims as a therapeutic agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing Chemixi$
No. 1228 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's Standard Preparations for sale by
ELLIOT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,

TORONTO, CA
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IARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-OSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Third Annuai Announcelment187677.

S W. FACULTY OFMEDICINE:

ELI ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITO, M.D., Asiost Prof of Physiology,
0 . S. JAS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. CHARLEd Instructor in Surgery.

J CKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. a I KNIGE T, M.D., Instructor in Percussion
y OLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. FREDERultation an LryngoSCopy.

. Ty LOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. AuS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Burgery.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the Pgenerally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and U21

strength of which can be guaranteed

PANOREATIO EMULSION and PANCREATIlN
The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedieN of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedicalProfession. No smali portion of their pop ularity la to ho ancribed to the fact, that they are palatableto the mont fastidioun, keep good in ail ci imaten, and are readily mincibie in water, milk, &c. In ailcases where Cod Liver 011 faim to afford relief, or cannot he retained by the stomach, PancreateEmuision and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increaying weight, and ennuringstrength and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunet to the Oian which theyannint in digenting.

PANCREATINE WINE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, withpescribedN byN itefwliefun ob oe f Óssan it redily forma an Emulsion. This preparationprscribed hy itself wiil be found to ho a powerfui annistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL• Areliable combination of PancreatinO

PEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests al kinds of Food-the FAaiN"couIN rUS
9adOLEAGINOUS, (being a comhination of the O#active principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.) f tFive grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains o 1 0,BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and

eFeeding Infants on the bent, i. e. the mont nonri8hing &II0 .digested Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profebsion, and the fallacy and danger oa nd7Stare/, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out. ri 00This Food rotemblen Mother'n Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourisboDthemoAdeti andTconvnientfor . for Asthma and Chronic Bronchi'
Recommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breathnpasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all formn for smoking and inhalation'

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the DOOW
and America.

THE VOLTAIC
ARMAD ILLO.

AN ELEC TRO-MAGNE TIC REMEDY FOR NER-
VOUS DISEASES.

ALWAYS SAPE ALWAYS READY FOR USE.

ARU ARMÉ

No Shock or Unpleasant Sensation experienced, but aconstant Electrie Current, Stimulating the Nerves, Re-viving Circulation, removing Congestion, Pain and Sore-

NwYORx, July 14, 1875.
Dear Sir:-I have used your Armadillo Waist Band

in two cases of muscular Rheunatism, with entire suc-
in theI sha, with great pleasure, try it in similar casesin the future. Yours. etc..

"CARLzs E. HACKLUY, M.D.
" 47 West 31st St."

...and mnany Physicians of high repute, and aone withi:s our
own knowledge, testify to the benefleial use of Electro-Magnetism bysuch means as Mr. SEIBERT has ingeniously devised, and which wethink worthy of attention. "-Sanitarian, May, 1875.

It is flexible, easily applied, and perfect /itting to every part of thea body
E. J. SEIBERT, Proprietor, 819 Broadway, cor.

12th Street, New York.
Send for Pamphlet.

John

No. 309
(UNDER THE

i sI

Reynders & @
(Late of Otto & Reynders.)

Fourth Avenue, New yor
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND S,

Manufacturera and IiOporte
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Orthopoedical nstrum
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ANTISEPTIC SURGERY.

LeM. GRASETT, M.B.C.M. (EDIN.,) M.R.C.S.
(ENG.,) TORONTO.

onstrator of Practical Surgery in the University of
Trinity College.

i PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN,-

Uct "ng had great facilities for observing the con-
as the atrgical cases treated under what is known

et antptic system during my student course
as olburgh University, and after my graduation
41der se Surgeon im the university clinical wards
few re Mr. Lister's charge, I thought perhaps a

emark on the principles and practice of that
dy lrnight be interesting, and have therefore
the updvery briefly, for so important a subject

the s on which the theory of the system rests,
it. practical deductions which are drawn from

e1 tlhe first place, let us clearly understand, what
esystrn Ithe meaning of the term antiseptic
stetn* It rneans the method of treating a surgical
he c cuch a manner as shall effectually prevent
cerned. nce of putrefacation in the parts con-
What ancad if we really can accomplish this,
asa change in behaviour do many surgical

di'lerent frgo. Indeed, it makes surgery very
re fin What it used to be. Injuries formerly

trin d I the gravest light become comparatively
rtanat s ortie diseases rarely admitting of cure

t isate sost satisfactorily in perfect recovery.
thain -frOng statement to make, but not stronger

gitchirikjustly due to the change wrought in
PUciPle cice by this system. The guiding

ery . Which regulates all details down to they luttest
results, in carrying out the practice to obtain

t the germ theory of putrefaction.the Canadian Medical Association, August,'76. t
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This theory declares, " that putrefaction in organic
substances under atmospheric influence, is effected
by living organisms developed from germs floating in
the atmosphere as constituents of its dust, and not
by the oxygen of the air as was formerly supposed."
As perhaps the proofs of this theory as they were
gradually elaborated, are not very familiar to some,
and as an accurate conception of the germ theory
is so essential to success in carrying out antiseptic
measures in their integrity, it will be well I think to
go somewhat into detail, into the experimental
proofs on which the theory rests.

Ever since Harvey, in 1651, from his researches
into generation, announced the law 4"omne vivum
ex ovo," the belief has been very general that all
animals and plants are derived from eggs or seeds ;
that vitality is always transmitted and never created ;
and that where these fundamental principles can-
not be recognized, the minuteness of the germs
and their wide diffusion throughout nature and
more especially in the atmosphere, offer a sufficient
explanation of what may appear mysterious. Na-
ture, it was argued, must be uniform in her opera-
tions and analogy warrants our supposing that the
same law of generation, which applies to the higher
animals and plants is equally applicable to the
lower. Many scientific men have from time to
time, as the result of their investigations, doubted
the truth of this reasoning, and were led to believe
in an equivocal or doubtful generation of the
lowest forms of animal life, that is to say in their
origin without pre-existing cells or germs of any
kind and therefore independently of parents, and
at the present time scientific men are divided in
opinion, as to the numerous forms of life that
spring up in putrescent and fermented fluids, one
side holding the doctrine of hetero-genesis or spon-
taneous generation-the other homo-genesis or
generation from parents. The former theory has
had able advocates in Pinean, Pouchet, and
Hughes Bennett; while the latter theory, or that
of atmospheric germs, has been powerfully sup-
ported by Schwann, Pasteur and Lister, especially
by Pasteur, who by new experiments has revived
:he doctrine that fermentation and putrefaction are
not chemical processes, as has been maintained by
Liebig, but physiological phenomena dependent
on living germs derived from the atmosphere.

The first great step towards the establishment of
he germ theory, was made in 1836 by Cogniard
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Latour, who detected in yeast a microscopic fun-
gus, the torula cerevisia, which seemed to be the
essential constituent of the ferment, and he attri-
buted the resolution of sugar into alcohol and car-
bonic acid to the disturbing influence of this grow-
ing organism. In the following year Schwann,
published the results of investigation, he had made
into the cause of putrefaction, during which inves-
tigations, he, too, independently discovered the
yeast plant, and he described experiments which
showed that a decoction of meat might remain for
weeks together, free alike from putrefaction and the
developement of infusoria or fungi in a flask con-
taining air frequently renewed, provided that the
atmosphere was subjected to a high temperature,
at some part of its course towards the containing
vessel. Hence he concluded that putrefaction was
caused by the growth of organisms springing from
germs in the air, the heat preventing the putrefactive
change by depriving the germs of their vitality. In
other words he propounded the germ theory of
putrefaction.

The result of Schwann's experiments was to con-
vince most men that the fermentation of sugar was
occasioned by the torula cerevisiæ, but it was not
allowed that putrefaction was due to an analogous
agency, and yet do not the cases present a striking
parallel ? In each a stable chemical compound,
sugar in the one case, and albumen in the other,
undergoes extraordinary chemical change under the
influence of an excessively minute quantity of a
substance, which regarded chemically we should
suppose inert. In the case of fermenting beer or
must, we can with the microscope see the torula.
Can we in the case of putrid matter discover anysimi-
lar disturbing cause ? Yes. Put under the micro-
scope a drop of pus that has undergone the putre-
factive change and what an addition to the normal
constituents of lreshly evacuated, sweet smelling pus
do we find ? The pus has become thronged with
numerous small jointed bodies called " vibrios,"
which assume vibratile or serpentine movements,
such movements being unquestionably vital. Then
comes the question, whence did they originate ?
Were they called into existence by the oxygen of
the air acting in some not well understood way on
some constituent of the pus, if so why did these
animalcules not exist in the pus before evacuation,
when it was lying in its abscess cavity, as in a large
lumbar abscess, supplied with oxygen from its

pyogenic membrane, lining the cavity of the abscesj
and which we know is a highly vascular membrane,
richly fed with bloodvessels ? If we take this groUiJ
it will indeed be a hard question to answer, but
we take the germ theory as the explanation, the
difficulty I think vanishes.

To endeavour to prove positively that the a
mosphere is pervaded by the germs of minute o
ganisms, and also that these organisms could 90

take their origin without such germs, Pasteur Pe'
formed a numuber of experiments, and much as
would like to give you a short description of O
or two of them, I must confine myself to describigg
one very striking experiment by Lister very sini
to one performed by Pasteur. I will give it in l
own words as nearly as possible. Writing in 8
he says: "Two years ago last month, I introduc i

portions of the same specimen of fresh urine
four flasks " (urine being a fluid containing tra0
parency with a high degree of putrescibility.) 'Tbe
body of each flask was about one-third filled eio
liquid. After the introduction of the fluid, the
necks of three of them were drawn out into tulbc5
rather less than a line in diameter, and thep
bent at various acute angles. In the other the De
was drawn out to a calibre if anything rather file
but cut short and left vertical. The liquid was thep
boiled for five minutes, the steam issuing freely fto'
the open end of the narrow neck of each 00"
The reason for boiling it so long is, that as Pastelo
has shown, merely raising this fluid to the tenP et
ature of 2120 Fah., and then allowing it to cool i5
not enough to kill all the organisms it may cont 0'
It is necessary to maintain the elevated temperat
for about five minutes, to insure complete destr
tion of their vitality. The lamp being then
moved, air of course passed in to take the place
the condensed aqueous vapour, and during the to
years that have since elapsed, a considerable fract
of a cubic inch of fresh air has entered every D
into the body of each flask to exert its influe
upon the liquid. In the case of the flasks W
contorted neck, the air moving to and fro throc>
the tube soon dried the moisture, which was
first deposited within it, making the neck dry
well as open from end to end, so that it co
present no obstacle to any gaseous constituent j
the atmosphere. Nevertheless, though thus fr
exposed to the action of the gases of the air
so long a period, including two unusually
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elur the urine still retains its original straw influence of the gaseous constituents of the atmos-,na ltDOlOur and perfect transparency, presenting neither phere, proved as prone as ever to the usual effectstie CIQUd scum nor sediment, and the only change that of exposure to the air, as soon as particles of dustthe ofth1 detect in it is, that of late as a result I presume could gain access to it ; for the wine-glass havingof the slow evaporation that has been going on in been covered to prevent evaporation, I found thea er t g ence of the perpetual change of air, some fluid in two days with a dunghill odour, and loadedort 'on thnute shmmng crystals have been deposited with minute microscopic organisms, and a fewno t the sides of the glass. Butvery different is days later different kinds of fungi visible to theae ho ppearance of the urine in this other flask naked eye were growing in it."LS S a -e neck, short and vertical was calculated to Now I think, to any one carefuiiy pondering,De adnit particles of dust as well as gaseous material " over what this experiment teaches, it will be founding (for considering the very gradual character of the to afford the strongest evidence if favor of theile ovements of the air in consequence of the diurnal germ theory of putrefaction. I af aware thathis hanges, it is conceivable that dust even though very other men have performed or endeavored to per-
69 t e Might be arrested in angles of the flasks with con- form this experiment, and have failed to get ad toted neck.) "The transparent straw colour has simnlar resut, but we must remember that in a;to en place to a muddy brown, with abundant sedi- case like this mere y negative resuts have littlen. Zer't) including the debris of different fungi, which force compared with positive evidence, providedb long since ceased to grow, poisoned no doubt that the positive evidence rests on satisfactorytih be he acridity of the iiquid, the pungently ammonia- authority. If we consider what the germ theoryt Odour of which may be readily ascertained by assumes, how minute the putrefactive particles are
ec y of the warm hand for a moment upon the supposed to be, and how universally present inlep oY of the flask, whiie one nostril is kept at the the atmosphere, and in the dust which adheres fo,ce r Soon after the commencement of the ex- ail objects exposed to it, it is easy to understandef' Pernent, this short necked flask had a realiy failure if such experiments consistently with theep b iifui appearance. Two different kinds of fungi truth of the theory; but it is impossible to under-#0 Ptesented themselves-one of exceedingly delicate stand success in any single instance, consistentlye re growing rapidly from the bottom of the with the falsehood of the theory.

bSart h asbuloccup hin no long timehthe greater Within the last two years, Mr. Lister, labourinaet pa rOldthe blk o the eiquid, other a dense with untiring energy to adduce further proofs ofi5 e 'fouid floating at the surface and extending the scientific correctness of this theory, has madeii, 8141îY in consecutive rings. Meanwhiie the fluid numerous experiments with milk-a highiy putres-0 qua11 assumed a deeper and deeper amber tint, cible fluid. In these experiments instead of usingc o tive of progressing change in its chemical flasks with variously bent necks, he made use ofle cotpOsition. super-heated wine-glasses, that is to say, wine-Of in the case of the flasks with bent necks, I was glasses purified by subjecting them to a high tem-
90 ncaOntent with observing the completely un- perature, and covering them with a glass cap and

gyeaed appearance of the contained urine. Half shade purified in the same manner by heat. The0 t abot he experiment was begun, I poured milk in these experiments was not boiled, but was0 out haif an ounce of the clear contents of introduced in the wine-glasses directly from theS ese into a wine-glass for examination. Its cow's udder, which, as well as the teats and thea1d ;as perfectly sweet and its reaction faintly milkman's hands had previously been purified by$ th and under the microscope a careful search means of a watery solution of carbolic acid, for itet ri, excellent glass of high power failed to is not necessary, as has been thought, that in suched lth vibrio, bacterium or any other organism. experiments the organic liquids must be boiled, it
he liWegt known forms of organic development having been shown that liquids such as milk andethe Slightest approach to putrefactive change urine, if secured from their natural receptacles un-i fe alike prevented by simply filtering the contaminated, will remain free alike from pu-h J Ofs floating molecuies. Yet the urine which trefaction and from organisms, when preserved80 long remained unaltered under the free 1 in pure vessels and the dust of the air excluded.
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The glass cap and shade do not fit with great
accuracy, but allow an interchange of air to take
place between the air contained in the glasses and
the external atmosphere, but they are most
effectual safeguards against the entrance of the
the dust, with its contained germs. Now just as
the flasks lost a portion of their contents by slow
evaporation, so do the contents of the wine-glasses
gradually diminish, and in time will dry up alto-
gether, but from first to last, no organisms are
formed in them, nor does any putrefactive or other
change take place in the contained milk.

I myself saw milk which had been lying in a
wine-glass, as treated in the foregoing manner for a
year and a half, shown before the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, by Mr. Lister. And although
eighteen months had elapsed since its introduction
into the wine-glass, on removal of the shade and
cap, it was found to be as sweet and pure as the
day it came from the cow ; and one of the mem-
bers present drank that wine-glass of milk and
pronounced it excellent. Similar experiments with
the same object, only.using urine instead of milk,
have been performed by Lister ; at times varying
the details, but always keeping the same object in
view, thus, using a prepared cotton plug as a cap
to filter the air of its germs, at the neck of the
flask or wine-glass ; also with boiled organic liquids.

But about the researches of Prof. Tyndall, one
of the ablest scientific men of the present day,
bearing on this subject, I must say a few words.
He has proved that air will become pure by mere
subsidence of its dust ; for he subjected solutions
of meat and other organic liquids of a sinilar na-
ture, to very crucial tests, and found that if these
solutions are subjected to a high temperature, ex-
posed in air boxes that have been kept at rest for
a day or two, in order that the dust may subside,
putrefaction will not take place, even for an
indefinite time, provided also that means are taken
to prevent the dust rising up-the means he uses
to accomplish this, being to smear the inside of the
box with glycerine. He also found that air under
these circumstances was optically pure, that is,
that there were no particles or motes to be detected
in it when illuminated by a beam of electric light
in a darkened room.

And'now for a short description of the practical

application of the germ theory. And first of ail
let me say that if any one wishes to give this system

a fair trial, whether he believes that the truth Of
the germ theory is an established fact or not, bc
must act as if he believed it was, otherwise by fa'
ing to get the results he expects, he will bring di
credit on the antiseptic system and disappointnll
on himself, by neglecting some of those precautiO05
which though they may appear trifling, nevertheCle5
the germ theory tells us are essential to success,

To effect the' exclusion of these germs that float
in the atmosphere, and cause putrefaction, M
Lister employs chiefly three antiseptics : (a) Ce
bolic Acid; (b) Boracic Acid; (c) Chloride
Zinc.

These, though differing more or less in thee
mode of action, are each of them extremely val
ble. Thus pure carbolic acid possesses grea
power in destroying low forms of animal life, aI
is the most useful and the most trustworthy a t?
septic agent that has yet been tried. Its volalilil
renders it simply invaluable for dressing abscesso
and hollow wounds, and for securing to us
antiseptic atmosphere, a most important factoi
in the performance of operations and the dressi0g
of wounds. From its playing so important a Pe
in the antiseptic system, some people are in th
habit of talking about the carbolic acid systeil
if the whole gist of the matter, lay in the tiT'
using of carbolic acid in some form or other &
is a great mistake ; true it is that in the prese
state of the antiseptic system, carbolic acid is th
greatest and best foe to these germs of putreOP
tion, still, if any one can produce any other ageot
which excels carbolic acid for those qualities f0t
which it is used, I venture to assert positively t
carbolic acid will form no part of Lister dressif

It was indeed thought at one time that salicY C
acid might supersede it, being highly spoken of
Kolbe of Leipsic, who used it largely, and fOuto
out means to manufacture it cheaply, but on
extended trial it has been found wanting.

I shall now allude to the materials used
their manner of application in the dressing of
antiseptic case. Take as a very simple exanPle
an ordinary abscess, for in such a case the antiser
tic is used only to prevent the access of any seP
organisms from without. First of ail, it is ncer
sary that the epidermis in the vicinity of the of
ing you intend to make into the abscess, sholld"
free from organisms, for though the skin maY
esthetically pure, it very probably is not so
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lantiseptic point of view. For this end you sure to be passing in and out of the cavity of theileanse it with a watery solution of carbolic acid wound, but as long as the air is a-se5fie, that is,a'I Proportion of one part of the acid to twenty freed from germs, it makes not the slightest dif-Part of water, (1-20) ; in the same solution the ference, there being no wish to exclude the air or
aPIges and instruments are also purified, as well hermetically seal the wounds, as some have' the hands of the operator and his assistants. imagined was the object aimed at ; this is managedring the operation the sponges may be washed by using a spray producer something similar tore 1-40 lotion, and in changing dressings this Richardson's ether spray producer. Lately aStrength is sufficient. Then the gauze dressing is steam spray has been perfected by Mr. Lister,LPregnated with carbolic acid held in resin, resin which acts very efficiently. If at any time we
great g the property of holding carbolic acid with suspend the action of the spray, the wound should
ha tenacity, but on account of its stickiness, it be covered with a piece of muslin free from holes,

to, be mixed with paraffine-the most satisfac- dipped in the 1.40 solution. The spray and muslinsY proportions being acid i, resin 5, paraffine 7, guard are of course unne cessary if the wound is
gn tauze is made up into a dressing eight layers superficial.athickness, of a size commensurate with the The mode of procedure summed up is as fol-rnont of discharge expected, which a little ex- lows :-The skin being cleansed, the fingers of the

Peience soon enables us pretty accurately to surgeon and assistants, sponges, knife, and all in-drage. Between the 7th and 8th layers of this struments used purified ; the spray is turned on,
eesSing, a piece of thin rubber or Mackintosh the opening made, the pus evacuated, any bleeding
directis placed, to prevent the discharge coming vessel secured by a carbolized catgut ligature, the

tored -through, washing out the carbolic acid ends of which are cut short off close to thein the dressing, from a portion of the knot, and then a piece of drainage tube (totentre of the dressing, and thus allowing putrefac- allow no serum to lodge in the cavity,e Organisms access to the abscess cavity. else tension would result, causing inflamma-
ne more caution in reference to the gauze, tion,) introduced, the dressing of gauze applied

îiluch as carbolic acid is at the ordinary tem- and secured with a bandage. As soon as it be-Perature of the air, given off very slowly from the comes necessary to change this dressing, (which it
de . organisms of putrefaction might not be is always well to do after 24 hours), an assistantPrived of their vitality by mere contact with the should place his hand over the dressing while thegaZe, as they would for instance, if it was a watery pins with which the bandage has been fastened tosaferO aof average strength, consequently it is it are removed and the bandage cut; this

te o damp the gauze with the 1-40 lotion at side of the dressing is then care fully raised and
tP Part which, when the gauze is applied, will be the spray directed into the angle between the

o ite the wound, or you may use a small piece 1 dressing and the wound ; the drainage tube is
gauze wrung out of similar solution. The ban- removed, washed in 1-40 lotion and re-introduced,and i secure the dressings is made of the gauze, the skin washed and a fresh dressing applied. By

degrn the resin contained in it, it has a certain degrees the intervals between the dressings become1aree 0f clinginess " which makes it retain its longer e 3, 4, 5, or 6 days, as requiredPe bete ,hc maks ts every 2,
bortanter than a calico bandage, which is an im- by the diminished amount of discharge, at the

right bePoint, as any shifting of the dressings same time shortening the drainage tube as required.
septi disastrous in regard to the further anti- The drainage tubing is that used by M. Chassai-

Management of the case ; it also enables gnac, and has holes cut in the side to allow the
dres h apply a bandage underneath the gauze discharge to reach the lumen of the tube.
as the r w is highly desirable in such cases In all operation cases in which the skin is un-

thet action of the soft parts after amputation. broken this is the mode of procedure, but in acci-
sch avery essential feature in the management dental wounds, such as compound fractures, dislo-sdering case as the hypothetical pne we are con- cations not requiring amputation, we have to

th s, that the atmosphere in the vicinity of remember that septic matter has gained admissioniUst be in an antiseptic state, as air is to the wound before we saw it, and we have to
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endeavor to correct it by thoroughly washing out
the wound with a strong watery solution of car-
bolic acid, taking care that the solution penetrates
into all the recesses of the wound, of course also
removing all foreign bodies and pieces of bone.
To shield the wound from the irritating action of
the carbolic acid, it is necessary to use some mate-
rial that will be practically impervious to carbolic
acid, and non-irritating itself. A very satisfactory
protection is made by coating oil-silk with copal
varnish and then a layer of dextrine. The dex-
trine allows the oil-silk to become uniformly wet-
ted by the antiseptic solution (otherwise it would
glide off the silk like water off a duck's back) into
which it is dipped at the time of application to
the wound. For if the carbolic acid was not kept
from irritating the wound, healing would not take
place and the tissues would be stimulated to sup-

purate.
In the class of cases in which putrid sinuses

already exist and in which it is necessary to oper-
ate, say in a case of disease of the elbow-joint
requiring excision, it is hardly to be expected that
putrefaction can be entirely eradicated. Now and
then this is effected by applying to the parts very
freely, a strong solution of chloride of zinc at the
close of the operation-4o grs. to the oz. of water.
For chloride of zinc thus applied to the cut sur-
face, renders the parts incapable of putrefaction for
several days, and this without producing any per-
ceptible slough. The patient is thus protected in
that most critical time, the period preceding gran-
ulation, during which the divided tissues are most
prone to inflammation and the absorption of septic
products.

Boracic acid is, on account of its non-volatility
not suitable for dressing hollow wounds, but in the
form of lint and ointment, forms a valuable dress-
ing for superficial sores.

Such, then, is the theory and such the practice
of the antiseptic system ; to your earnest and un-
biased judgments I commend it, confident that if
you rightly apprehend the theory and fairly test
the practice the result will not disappoint you.

CAPILLARY Navus.-Dr. Bradley (Brit. Med.
'our.) states that he has practised tattooing the

skin over "port-wine stains" with carbolic acid.
The refelt was a complete disappearance of the
disfigurement in about three weeks. He recom-
mended a further trial of this method.

CASE OF DOUBLE OVARIAN CYSTOMA.

BY CHAS. WM. COVEENTON, M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG
SIMCOE, ONT.

The following case as illustrative of the difficul-
ties that frequently attend a correct diagnosis Of
abdominal tumors may probably be interesting tO
the profession. I would in limine state that errors
in correct appreciation of this disease (which, until
within the last fifty years, had been held as only
admitting of temporary palliation by tapping)
should not be considered as seriously reflecting 011
the acumen of young practitioners. When we find
the nestors in this specialty, for example, Spencer
Wells, Boinet, Barnes, and others, confessing tO
an occasional grave mistake, only discovered ol
opening the abdominal cavity, we should deal
charitably with the errors of those who have had
little opportunity of studying this disease. Boinet,
in the Gazette Mdicale de Paris for 184o, relates
a case of oarian cyst, mistaken by some for
pregnancy, by others for extra-uterine conceptio,
by others for accumulation of fœcal matter, bY
others for fibroid, and other tumors. Dr. Barnes
recently referred to two cases that were supposed
to be undoubtedly extra-uterine pregnancy, that
proved to be ovarian cysts, and even Spencer
Wells once punctured the gravid uterus, in per-
forming the operation of ovariotomy, thinking it
was the other enlarged ovary.

Mrs. F., the subject in this case, was a resident
of Delhi, County of Norfolk, aged 48; twice mar-
ried, having borne children to both husband5;
menopause not established, having had the last
menstrual period sometime in December. Shortly
after, swelling was observed, but the patient could
give little information whether she first noticed it
in the centre of the abdomen, inclined to one Or
other side, or whether round, ovoid, or irregular i"
form. Sometime in March, she experienced what
she conceived to be quickening, the increase Of
the swelling became more rapid, and shortly after
this, I believe, the family medical attendant w5
first called in. Viewing it as pregnancy, the car'
ful differentiation was not gone into by him, and
he only occasionally visited her, until some ti
in August when a coloured discharge, with wha
were supposed to be uterine pains occurred, atd
the friends and medical attendant were summoned
to attend her in her supposed confinement. The
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Paios cOntinued at irregular intervals. On vaginal
esbncation the attendant failed to make out theos but found projecting beyond the Douglas cul
de sac a firm unyielding tumor. Considering theae unusual, he requested the attendance of an-
.er practitioner. This gentleman subsequently
althed me that on carefully watching the case,
ateOugh the pains occurred at about the same

roncval of time as labor pains, he arrived at the
furth usion that they were not uterine, and he was
f her strengthened in this opinion when he found
of taginal examination that only the posterior lipof the Os, which was placed high up, above the
thePhysis pubes could be reached with the finger,the coa erahdwt h igr

Siterior not being within reach. He fancied
le scovered also a greater mobility of the uterus

Aft cOuld occur at nine months' utero-gestation.Aer remaining in the house for some time andarefullY watching the case, he arrived at the con-
uterine that although it might possibly be extra-
titerle foetation, it certainly was not uterine. A
terae issue being thus established, the family de-

t'ned, after an interval of some days, to havethird Opinion. The gentleman called in made a
Vteri careful examination, including the use of the
was 'u sound, and other diagnostic means, as I
S1 i Sequently informed, and arrived at the con-
but '0 that it was neither uterine nor extra-uterine,

a Cystic tumor of some kind, adding that the
"aobscure. On the 26th of August I was

P.' ed in the night to a consultation with Mrs.
egular medical attendant, in the case of an-

tsh patient, and was told by him that it was his
s d the wish of the family that I should see
s P.

As there had been so great a conflict of opinion
ti00 e case, I endeavoured to make the examina-

as exhaustive as possible. Mrs. F.'s general
alppearance was then favourable; complexion a

birlb lalO, but conjunctiva clear; well nourished;
Sfirr; temperature little if at all exalted;

pregnc vems ; areolæ not as dark as usual in

Ip91es ; ; no colostrum to be squeezed from

8,h tw -'o Pencil line from umbilicus to pubes ;
an i WO inches above the umbilicus, 46 inches;

ti belowdilated veo the umbilicus, 43 inches; noti fuctns over the surface of the tumor; dis-
trie no res on over the whole surface, but at that
r ,,er toiance on percussion. On placing the

the uterine region, no sound of fœtal

heart could be detected. On making a vaginal
examination I found the os above the symphysis
pubes, the lips with difficulty reached, the vesico-
vaginal and Douglas cul de sacs obliterated by a
tumor that, on pressure, gave an obscure sense of
fluctuation. Rectal examination also gave fluctua-
tion. Bladder but little interfered with ; no very
frequent desire to urinate, and no difficulty in
passing urine. The digestive organs were the
most seriously interfered with; appetite fair, but
almost invariably after eating, vomiting of ingesta,
with a greenish black bile ; flatulence, bowels
generally regular. Her mental condition was
good, calm and serene ; no hysteria; sleep fitful.
Respiratory organs favourable ; no accelerated
breathing or cough; sounds of heart normal;
pulse accelerated, but fair in volume and force.
Since the time at which the doctors had been
summoned to attend her in supposed labor, there
had been neither colored nor any other discharge
from the vagina and no expulsive pains. The family
history was favourable ; no cancerous diathesis.
The locality of residence also favorable, or a
gravelly hill with good drainage. No evidence of
cyst inflammation, entire absence of tenderness on
gentle succussion or severe pressure. Slight
mobility of tumor on grasping it from below up-
wards. I diagnosed a case of multilocular ovarian
cyst, with probable adhesions, and as the pressure
was interfering so much with the digestive func-
tions, advised tapping. On the 2nd of September,
at the husband's request, I tapped the cyst. Dr.
Stanton, of Simcoe, and the two local physicians
were present. After puncturing with a hypodermic
syringe, and by means of it drawing off a few
drops of viscid fluid, I divided with a lancet the
skin and adipose tissue, and then thrust through
the remainder of abdominal parietes a medium-
sized trocar, and drew off, by weight, fifteen
pounds of a highly viscid strawberry colored fluid,
sticking to the fingers like glue. This for a week
or more gave great relief, the digestive power im-
proving, and rest at night improved. On the 13th
I was again sent for with the view of a second
tapping; this I objected to on the ground of the
danger of adhesions from peritoneal inflamma-
tion, and advised her to think seriously of an
operation for the removal of the cyst. On the
6th of October, having learnt that the patient was
willing and anxious for it, I went up to make the
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preliminary arrangements, as regarded a thorough
ventilation of the room selected for the patient,
scattering lime under the house, and removing all
vegetable debris, also means for securing a uniform
temperature, &c. The operation was arranged for
the 12th of October. Present:-Drs. Coldham
Fisher, Stanton, Sovereen, and Carder. Before
administering the chloroform I requested Dr.
Coldham, who has had extensive experience of
ovarian and other cysts, to make a very careful
examination, and verify or otherwise my diagnosis.
After a minute and very thorough examination he
arrived at the conclusion that although probably
ovarian, there was a doubt in his mind whether it
night not be omental, or fibro-cystic uterine
tumor. As either of these two would preclude
the chance of extirpating, with any reasonable
hope of recovery, I determined, in consultation
with the other gentlemen, on delaying the opera-
tion until we could have the benefit of Dr.
Hodder's opinion in the case. A few days after I
sent him by mail a detailed statement, and re-
quested him to oblige me by coming up. Dr. H.
had at the time two cases of ovarian cyst, one just
operated on, and another to follow in a few days.
On the ist of November Dr. H. came up, and the
following day we proceeded to the patient's resi-
dence. The condition of the patient was not
equal to when I first visited her. This was shown
by loss of appetite, swollen feet, and greater pallor
of the face. The mental condition, however, was
good, calm, hopeful, and resigned to whatever
might be the result. I should here remark that
on the i2th, in order to test the nature of the con-
tents of the cyst, by means of a small trocar, I
removed about a wineglass of the fluid, this, on
boiling, precipitated two-thirds of its weight, I
should say, of albumen. The addition of an acid
having no effect in dissolving it. Following this
there was a small amount of peritoneal inflamma-
tion, and there was meteorism above the umbili-
cus, where formerly it had been dull. Dr. Hodder
made a very long and thorough examination, as-
certaining by sound, position of bladder and
uterus, fluctuation by vagina and bowel, general
appearance and feel of tumor, diagnosing multi-
locular cyst of the right ovary, with lateral and
posterior adhesions and effusion of ascitic fluid
into pâitoneal cavity, Every requisite preparation
having been made, the patient was placed on the

operating table and the operation proceeded with-
Present:-Drs. Hodder, Coldham, Stanton, Wi'
son, Kennedy, Sovereen, and Carder. Dr. Wils0o
administered most carefully the chloroform, 35'
sisted by Dr. Sovereen in watching the pulse and
respiration, Drs. Hodder, Coldham,-Stanton, and
Kennedy giving me most kind and able assistanlce,
and Dr. Carder attended to cauterizing irons. 1
made an exploratory incision of two inches, cO%'
mencing half an inch below the puncture in tappi0b
through skin, adipose tissue, superficial and deeP
layer of areola tissue, dividing them on a directo"
forced in by Dr. Hodder. On dividing the line'
alba the peritoneum bulged slightly into the gP
made by the incision, on opening which a CO'r
siderable quantity of ascitic fluid escaped. I theo
passed in two fingers, found the adhesions ailte'
riorly to be easily broken down, and divided th'
abdominal wall downwards, making the length Of
incision in all below umbilicus four inches. There
was very little bleeding ; this was immediatel1
absorbed by sponges with little or no entrance into
the abdominal cavity. On the discharge of the
free ascitic fluid the pearly blue cyst came 0
view. This was punctured with a large troCO'
with India rubber tubing attached, and a larf
quantity of ropy, adhesive, yellowish fluid removed
The reduction in size of the cyst, by this copioO5

discharge, enabled me to pass the hand on eithd
side between it and the abdominal wall, and Wi
the fingers gradually break down the lateral s'
hesions. The cyst not being sufficiently redUCe
to permit its extraction through the incision, 1i'
Hodder drew it higher up over the canula, pU
ing the trocar forwards and thrusting it into ao'
other cyst, a large discharge following.

At his suggestion I enlarged the incision tF

wards on the left side of the umbilicus, a little o
two inches, and was then enabled by grasping ii
with a towel to remove it slowly from the abdorn
The assistant on my left, Dr. Stanton, placed
hands on either side of the incision and prevel'w
the prolapse of the viscera by keeping the ed9
of the incision in close approximation. The Pedr
cle was then tied with fine silk, firmly grasP
with a cautery clamp, divided and the thin line
cut edge, cauterized with an iron at white hW
On sponging out the pelvic cavity another la0
cyst of the left ovary was found firmly impacté
This was much freer from adhesions and Co
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ratil.y little trouble was experienced in its the breathing had, with rare exceptions, been ster-ayOval. The pedicle was treated in the same torous. The only evidence of consciousness wasaas that of the right ovary, the pelvic cavity the forcible grasping of. his hand at 1 i p.m. whenbeen SPonged, and an omental vessel that had introducing the catheter-four ounces removed.brotied cauterzed. The wound was then This was probably more an automatic than a con-Uhe together by hare.iip pins, through the scious movement. Dr. Wilson administered theO thickness of the abdominal wall, at intervals chloroform with great judgement, and only three
brough inch, the two layers of peritoneum thus ounces were used.. In every step of the operation
fastened n close contact with each other, and I was most ably assisted by Drs. Hodder, Coldham,er d by the silk figure-of-eight. An india- and the other gentlemen present, and no precau-ed er drainage tube was fastened in at the lower tion was neglected that would give a reasonable
abdo the incision by a superficial suture, the hope of success. The right ovarian cyst, I shouldonstr dried and cleansed and supported by judge, with contents, weighed at least twenty-fivelg strips of adhesive plaster, carbolized tow, pounds. It contained a large amount of solid orbeldtpi, ong the line of incision, and a flannel semi-solid substance that could not be broken
the ed around the whole. The patient was down and removed through the canula, on that,it enty removed to her bed, place on her back account the incision upwards was made, but in ail,bott the knees supported by a pillow and hot the incision did not exceed six inches. Thelegs f water placed to the feet and inside of tumor impacted in the pelvis and growing fromat let Puse at right wrist very quick and feeble, the left ovary was perfectly cystic in form, aboutad . rdly perceptible; brandy was very freely eleven inches in length, with a girth I should esti-retnistered; breathing stertorous, no evidence of mate at between thirteen and fourteen inches ;du g consclousness. After remaining an hour, weight certainly not less than twelve pounds. it
Vals (wiWhich time brandy was given at short inter- was only slightly bound down posteriorly, and did

s(with but little improving of pulse) and a sup- not require tapping for its extraction.
Wa left o pruy placed in the rectum, the patient

agree2d aWith Drs. Sovereen and Carder, who
etrod alternately to watch by her bedside and A CASE IN OBSTETRICS.
r dce the catheter every six hours. The next

ri,4nI received a telegram from Dr. Sovereen, BY A. H. BEATON, M.D., AURORA.to'gMe that the patient died at 5 a.m. On the evening of the Ith Septemberto astî)at pain vnn t etme, 1873,1orna 0scertain whether her death resulted was called to attend Mrs. M--, of Stayner, in
t ,u mediate or internai hemorrhage, I her first confinement. She was about 24 years ofs morte, iateiy with Dr. Stanton to request age, well formed, and had enjoyed remarkablygorort one examination ; this was granted. good health. Labor had set in naturally, and pro-Of bod rti b ly commencing at the upper part ceeded very rapidly, so much so that the "waters"

g the flannelmen and thighs warm. On remov- escaped, and the head presented at the upperof alaser tbandage, carbolized tow and strips strait in about two hours from its commencement.dr e there a osiig nage tube ewas no soiling, and from the From this period, however, the process was very
Ca Ped. No b only a few drops of blood had slow, although the pains continued strong andedes' fugig of wound. On removing the were aided by external pressure judiciously em-aioi1g t We found adhesion of the peritcneum ployed. When two hours more had elapsed withinaPpear ancourse of incision. Bowels nor- little or no progress, I applied the forceps andae arnce ; on displacing them, a large speedily delivered a large healthy looking maleorbd pressed into the pelvic cavity, which child. I was astonished, however, to find a largeaerurl n a couple of ounces of sanguinolent tumor, nearly as large as the child's head, in thenor neither cauterized edges of the pedi- umbilical cord, about two inches from the abdo-OtrDg. ovtai vessel, had there been the slightest men. The cord was about the usual length andSinformSovereen, who was present at the au- 1 size, with nothing abnormal about it except therlIed me that from the time we left, tumor. On one side of the tumor was a patch of



skin two inches in diameter, of the same color an experience of over 2,000 cases of obstetric$,

and appearance as the body of the child-the rest and being unable to find any record of such io

of it being membrane resembling the cord, and, any of the authorities with which I am conversa4
indeed, being a portion of it. At first I was at a I have thought it advisable to publish this. It ý
loss to know what to do with it, whether to cut true some authors give instances, where, either bl
the cord on the inner or outer side, but concluded, violence of labor, or the peculiar weakness of the
as I had very imperfect light, it being night, to abdomen, a portion of the child's bowels bas beeP
cut on the outer side, and make a more careful forced into the cord; but in this case it was

examination in the morning. The child was the resuit of the labor; and, not only a portiOP'

washed and rolled up comfortably, and left till 1 but the whole of the small intestines occupied the

could have an opportunity of determining what I sac or tumor.
really had. I thought at the time that the tumor,
or sac, contained the intestines, but as the portion

of cord between it and the abdomen did not differ

in size or appearance from that extending to the POISONING BY SALTPETRE.

placenta, I was somewhat cautious in giving an To the Editor of the C wrAD e L ,iCtT.

opinion. The mother was kept in ignorance of SIR,-A page 96 of your November issue a

the circumstance, and passed a very comfortable pears the report of a case of poisoning by oxen

quiet night. The next morning I had no difficulty acid which came under iy treatment at the 'fo
in coming to the conclusion that the tumor con- ronto General Hospital. As this report, win

tained the intestines of the child, and immediately was made without my knowledge or supervisi 0'

attempted their replacement by taxis, or, more contains several errors, I hope you wIll kindI1

correctly speaking, by manipulation. permit me to place before your readers a core

A haif hour's trial satisfied me that I could not version of the case, W. B., Mt. 5 2, a native

succeed in this way, and I then concluded to open England, was admitted into the Toronto Gený

the sac. The child was held by its grandmother, Hospital on Oct. 5 th, under my care. Two weeO

a very intelligent lady, in a room purposely heated previous he had taken about an ounce of

for the occasion. w made an incision three inches petre, which had been sold him by a groceflP

long, and the intestines came rolling out al fast mistake for Epsom sacts. His sister-in-law toxe'

that 1 soon had both my hands filled with them. teaspoonful of the drug at the same time.

Every inch of the small intestines had been con- of them vomited immediately afterwards. TiO

fined in the tumor, and fromn its construction and also complained of pain in the epigastrium,

the presence of the patch of natural skin, I have were purged. Owing to the relatively sae

no doubt they formed and matured there. The dose taken, the woman recovered, though she coi

process of returning, or transmitting them to the tinued to suifer uneasiness in the stomach

abdomen, was necessarly slow, as the opening some weeks afterwards. W. B., at the time of

was very small, and they were considerably dis- mission, complained of tenderness in the epio

tended with gas. The inconvenience of the trium, vomiting, persistent headache of the

presence of gas becanme greater as the work pro- and constipation.
ceeded, and at length I had to resort to pricking Last winter he had been treated by Dr. TenJo

the bowel in order to allow it to estape. The for pericarditis. An examination revealed a
pricking was continued till the whole had been the heart was enlarged, the apex beating th

returned. The cord was then tied at the proper inches below, and a little to the left of the

place, the abnormal appendage cut off, a pad ad- There was no evidence of valvular diseasec

justed, and the child dressed. A teaspoonful n was ordered bismuth grs. v. twice a day in

castor oil was ordered, and on my return four and a diet of milk and lime water. On acco

hours afterwards I learned that it had " operatededastentheadache of geve

n ice l e " T h e ch ild th riv ed as w ell as an y ch ild L st w te h e ad e tr e ate b ys D r. e

coulndo, and is now a fine healthy litte fellow. Aq. Camph. l tviii.-M.
Having neer seen a case of the kind before, in Sig. oss. ter. in die.
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eat. 9. The patient appeared very dull and
ass complained much of his head. There
Salso incontinence of urine ; slept very little,Octas cOnstantly moaning.

set 'o.-Eats nothing; very stupid and heavy;pulse, 107; respirations, 
24.

te' I-Comatose with stertorous breathing ;puise 54; respirations, 50 ; temperature, 103 ;died at 8p.m.
POST MORTEM.-The heart was adherent to the

Prncsardi and was enlarged, weighing eighteen
ounces; n1o valvular lesions were present. Thestorach contained a quantity of dark greenish
turbed fluid. The mucous membrane was very%dOver a large portion of the greater curvature,
a i the centre of this reddened portion was a
9.brenous patch about the size of a penny. In
burstg the stomach from its position the patchest, alowing the contents of the organ toescape.

bout ehaining the brain a portion of the surface
aUtthesize of a penny showed marks of recent

at this sptot. The surface of the convolutions,t5 spot , was much roughened. There was no
theacOul The inflamed spot was situated beneath

.articulation of the superior angle of the occi-
Pltal bOne with the parietal bones. The rest ofe brain was healthy. The dregs of the drug

rermained in the cup used by the deceaseder lnalyzed by my friend, Dr. Ellis, of this city., t lOOking in vain for oxalic acid, sulphate ofietc., he found that it was simply saltpetre.
etlo Wtriing on this subject I feel tempted to

tO s rather curious circumstance. Last
e in consultation with Dr. Gahn, of this

taki aYoung man who fell suddenly ill, after
bouîig ai ounce of a substance which he had
dennht f a druggist for epsom salts. The sud-
toes at the t· seizure, the violence of the symp-
Pigatre irme, the subsequent tenderness of the
Pintd to and the excessive prostration, all

une ae fn irritant poison. I saw the patient
as eacirorm the beginning of the attack ; he
tre tend d, jaundiced, and suffered from

tr. an to erness in the epigastrium. I ativised
thest order his patient a desert spoonful of

esd Olive oil three or four times a day, andRodbeef
eavored tea. The patient recovered. Dr. Ellis

xed With i analyze the vomit; but it was so
WhnPurities that he could give no posi-

Toronto, Nov., 1876.
J. J. CASSIDY, M.B.

TRACHEOTOMY.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCBIT

SIR :-If you deem the following case worthy of
inserting in the LANCET, it is at your disposal.

Thomas Daley, æt. 65, while eating his dinner
at the Victoria hotel, Guelph, on the 31st of Octo-
ber, was suddenly seized with symptoms of im-
pending suffocation. Dr. Brock, who resides
within a hundred yards of the hotel was at once
sent for. On his arrival,he found the man apparently
dead, but being convinced that life was not yet
extinct, he at once ordered him to be carried out
on the veranda, as the dining room was rather
dark and close.

On examination of the fauces, no foreign body
could be detected either with the eye or the finger,
but feeling confident that the symptoms arose
from some obstruction of the trachea, and unless
immediately removed death was imminent, the
doctor at once proceeded to perform the operation
of tracheotomy. On cutting down upon the tra-
chea, great difficulty was experienced in making
the necessary incision-both on account of its
being partly ossified from the advanced age of the
patient, and from his only having a slender bis-
toury at hand.

Having at length succeeded in making a suffi-
cient opening for the entrance of air, the patient
almost immediately began to show symptoms of
recovery. Upon introducing the finger as far back
into the throat as possible, the doctor was enabled
to reach a large piece of meat, which he extracted;
again and again introducing his finger, two more
large, tough, gristly pieces, which had evidently
been bolted in a greedy manner, were drawn forth,
The edges of the wound having been brought toge.
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tive opinion as to the nature of the drug. He did
not find oxalic acid, zinc, or antimony. The only
constant reactions which he did obtain were those
of sulphuric acid and magnesia, so that, after all, it
is not unlikely that the distressing symptoms
which nearly brought a strong young man to
death's door were caused by an ounce of epsom
salts.

I remain, etc.,

D
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ther with wire sutures, the man was immediately
sent to the General Hospital. On the following
day the sutures were removed, and adhesive
plaster applied. Patient complained of pain and
stiffness in the body and extremities for several
days, caused, no doubt, by the severe struggles
during the time he was asphyxiated. Tongue and
lips remained black for about forty-eight hours.
The wound healed by first intention, and the
patient was discharged cured six days after admis-
sion.

Yours, &c.
GERRALD O'REILLY.

Assistant, Guelph Gen. Hospital.

THE PARIS HOSPITALS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-In the following sketch I propose to give
you a brief account of what I saw in the Paris hos-
pitals during a month's stay in that city in the
summer of 1875. Though only acquainted with a
few words of French myself, I was fortunate
enough to meet with a Canadian friend who had
been in Paris several months, and we visited the
hospitals together.

My first visit was to the Hotel Dieu, which is a
very beautiful building consisting of several blocks,
connected by corridors, and intended to ac-
commodate 1000 patients. It was not yet finished,
but in one of the out-patient rooms a consultation
on diseases of women was being presided over by
one of the assistants. During less than two hours
we saw thirty-five women examined, first by the
digital method, and then by means of the bivalve
speculum. When any specially interesting case
appeared, we were invited to examine for ourselves.
Here they treat nearly all cases by a tampon of
cotton wool which acts as a support in displace-
ments, and when medicated is used in leucorrhæa,
&c.

Our next visit was to the hospital for diseases
of children. We went around the wards with
Bouchut, who gave a clinic on each case, and
among them was pointed out a girl suffering from.
chorea in whom bromide of potassium had been
tried without success, but chloral had removed
all the symptoms except a convulsive twitching of
the diaphragm.

After Bouchut had gone through the wards, he

took us to a darkened theatre, where he showed
with a sciopticon, a nuriber of ophthalmoscoPic
appearances of cerebral diseases.

Next day we visited the hospital for syphiliS
where we saw Fournier examine a great ma1
interesting cases. He uses iodoform to a great

extent for abrasions of the vulva, cauliflowef
excrescences, &c. Connected with this hospitalis

a very fine collection of wax models of syphiliti
disease.

On the 2nd July we visited the St. Louis ho'
pital to hear Hardy give his clinic on skin disease5.
Some time before the hour at which he was ex,
pected, there was assembled in the ward a groU?
of students, among whon were representatives
all nations, Frenchmen, Germans, Russians, Spa'
iards, Chinese, Americans, &c.

At the appointed hour Hardy came within the
enclosure of students who were all sitting ini
circle, and bringing a patient with him walked the
latter around so that each could examine the cgo
for himself, and at the same time he gave a cliei
upon it. One case after another was brought IA
and the history, pathology, diagnosis, and tre3t'

ment gone over.
Hardy is an ungainly looking man, of averaf

height and about fifty-nine years of age. Whe1"'e
speaks his mouth is drawn to one side from faci
paralysis ; his eyes are small and deeply set,
at the first glance he has anything but a look
intelligence. But when he begins to speak 00
immediately loses sight of his personal imperfte
tions.

Another day we again went to the St.
Hospital to see Péan, and directed our steps
the operating theatre. We had not long to q
among the thronging students before the port
form of M. Péan appeared. He at once be
by reading over a list of intercsting cases to be Seo
in the wards, and then the victims were brought
seriatim, a synovial cyst of the hand ; myxoafl
cheek, &c. He gave a clinic on each case bef0o
operating.

On the 5th of July we visited the Hopita
Charité, where we heard a lecture on epilepsY'
Germain Leé, and then went around the
with Trelat, where we saw a great variety Of
gical cases.

Next day we visited the Hopital Laraboi'e
which is situated near the Great Northern Ra'
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lowe satoscope fa.i0  It is built in blocks arranged in the form counted upwards of two dozen of those instru-

anpiC Of a square, connected by corridors and enclosing ments hanging from the wound. A number ofphili arriePen court in the centre. The ventilation is hand microscopes were passed around showing

man1f %ried Out by means of air shafts in the centre of sections of various tumors.
great each Ward, the foul air being carried away by On our way home we called at the School of

flower Shut sOs at the top, while the windows are kept Anatomy of Clamart. Here there are five halls,i St edcthat there are no drafts. As there were no each containing twenty-four tables, and these arepital ti edic Oflicers going around at the time, we had well supplied during the winter months. This is
lOPortunity of examining the cases. provided for the internes of the hospitals who

s ho' ospitale roth July we again visited the St. Louis dissect free of charge, but strangers pay $io as the and saw Péan operate for ulceration oi month for as much material as they want.
eas t rectum, hemorrhoids, and cyst of the scalp, by The hospitals in Paris are all under Government

ias e Iean f the galvanic cautery; he then excised a supervision, and the medical officers are paid byivs oPllia of the hand with scissors; and bored a the country. There are three medical schools iniveS hole I the mastoid process for inflammation of the France, all supported by Government, one being
On the situated in Paris. Students pay no fees for attend-

in the Sch0 te way back we called at the Medical ing classes, or hospitals, but pay a large fee when
in ?agot. and heard a lecture on Obstetrics, by they graduate. This system produces a largeed the desri e appeared to make it very amusing, attendance of students, so that in the hospitals ited cas diagrib.ng in a ludicrous manner the mistakes in is sometimes difficult to get near the bedside. A

clie See aiss of the tyro in midwifery. There were large amount of hospital work is done by thet vera lady students present. internes, or students who reside in the hospitals,
trea the lnext visited the Anatomical Museum, and being appointed by competitive examination, whos5 a upuytren Museum of Pathology. The latter act as house-surgeons and dressers.

avera a rnOst interesting and extensive collection. One is struck by their carelessness in giving the
heac on the following day we visited the Hopital la anæsthetic, and the dressings are by no means ashl fa Peri and Went around the wards with Lasague and carefully attended to as one is accustomed to seee 1 a¢ thelie after which we heard a clinic on Fistula, by in the London hospitals.eto the rltter. This is a very old Hospital, very much The over-crowding and ill-ventilation of thek 4 vrne owded and poorly ventilated. On our way wards, are very apparent, particularly in the older
per 0 one We passed through the Jardin des Plantes. hospitals, and one would think it impossible for

er Part of the grounds is a museum and the surgeon to give sufficient attention to indivi-ttire-r
LO e a ectue where we heard Claude Bernard dual cases, when so many are allotted to one man.cture on Physiology, and saw him apply The operating is rapid and brilliant, and the

tep g' eletric current to the prepared muscles of a clinical instruction is probably more thorough thanto leg in the well-known experiment. that of the English hospitals.
e~ in he 6th we again visited Hardy's clinic on The expenses of hving in Paris are light, andp ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lvn n1t'1t e gi iie aryscii 1ithe amount of instruction, together with the beautybe of 60,of This was his last clinics t of the city, and its surroundings, the picture-

ught l favour ohe medical officers are obliged to resign galleries, museums, parks, and works of art, well
a of peladef"younger men. He showed us a case repay a Canadian for the cost and trouble of a

bef0 .everal (a disease resembling tinea tonsurans); visit.
Or cases of erythematous lupus ; a case of dis- K.nN..F.

it r ski frorm nitrate of silver; and one of
psyIr-a' hYpermia of the skin. CHOREA AND DISTURBANCE OF VISIoN.-In the

i7th I paid my last visit to the St. Louis Medical Times and Gazette for October 14 appears
of ;ie and saw Péan operate for anterior staphy- a new theory of chorea by Dr. Stevens, of Albany,

f b re oval of carcinoma from cheek; excision in which a connexion is shown between chorea and

ois rest, &c. He restrains hemorrhage by means imperfect vision. It is supposed that the distressor Whic omdrh sse by of the nervous system caused by anomalous refrac-
fo) rs 0 ch are a combination of dressing andtion and other causes of indistinct vision, act inoceps. In the excision of the breast, I j such a way as to cause chorea.
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ceIltr Lrtirits.

ERGOTIN IN UTERINE FIBROIDS.

Dr. Lombe Atthill, of the Rotunda Hospital,
Dublin, writes to the British Medical 7ournal:-

1, in common with all those who practiced the
hypodermic injection of ergotin, as recommended
by Hildebrandt, have found that this treatment,
sooner or later, resulted in the formation of trouble-
some sores. I think it of some importance to say
that, though this is perfectly correct with reference
to the cases published by me, and quoted by Dr.
Byford in his essay, it is not so with respect to my
more recent ones. I have availed myself since my
appointment to the Mastership of this hospital, of
the larger opportunity offered me here to carry out
this treatment more extensively, and I give the fol-
lowing cases as examples of the results obtained.
Case 1, of large intramural fibroid, in a widow,
nulliparous, aged thirty-eight; prominent symp-
toms, distress from weight and size of tumor,
menstruation increased but not excessive, return-
ing at intervals of twenty-one days ; with an intra-
menstrual discharge of blood, moderate in quan-
tity, lasting for three days; thirty injections prac-
tised at intervals of two and three days. Result :
total disappearance of the intra-menstrual discharge,
slight prolongation of the intramenstrual period,
hardening and apparently slight diminution of the
bulk of tumor, no pain caused by injection or irri-
tation following it. Case 2. Single woman, aged
forty-five, rendered exsanguine by profuse imenorr-
hagia, accompanied by excessive pain, and lasting
fifteen days and upward, intramenstrual period of
not more than from seven to ten days ; of late, in
fact, seldom free from a red discharge; large intra-
mural fibroid, filling up pelvis, and reaching to
within an inch of umbilicus. Upward of sixty in-
jections of ergotin ; admitted January 6th. Result:
March roth, flow diminished in quantity and last-
ing for six days, intramenstrual period prolonged
to twenty-one days ; April ist, menstruation reap-
peared this day, lasted but two days ; May 21st,
menstruated to-day, flow lasted four days. Marked
as the improvement was as regards the check put
on the loss of blood, her condition in other respects
was not satisfactory ; her sufferings, always great,
were aggravated, the injection being always fol-
lowed by severe pain, referred to the tumor,
necessitating the constant use of morphia ; she
seldom could leave her bed; and I finally abandoned
the treatment, and am now endeavoring to enu-
cleate the tumor. I hope, at a future time, to
publish the case in extenso. At present, I wish
merely to point out the fact that the injection of
ergotin, in neither of the two cases I have detailed,
was followed by the formation of sores ; nor has it
been in several others in which it has been recently

practised for a shorter time by me. The only et
planation I can give of the greater success in "0
later cases is this, that whereas I formerly added
small quantity of glycerine to the solution of ergol
tin, as recommended by Hildebrandt, I now
ploy a solution of one part of the extractum ergotej
liquidum (British Pharmacoeia) in two of wateó
injecting 15 or 20 minims of this each time.
always insert the needle into the gluteus muscle
making it penetrate to the depth of more than
inch.-Med. &- Surg. Reporter.

SALICIN IN ACUTE RHEUMATISM.

Before the onset of winter I would again drO#
the attention of the profession to the benefl¢
action of salicin in acute rheumatism.

In my original paper on the subject the follo
ing conclusions were given as the result of my ti
experience of the remedy :-" i. We have in s
cin a valuable remedy in the treatment of acl
rheumatism. 2. The more acute the case,
more marked the benefit produced. 3. In acO
cases, its beneficial action is generally appard
within twenty-four, always within forty-eight, hO>o
of its administration in sufficient dose. 4. I
thus at the commencement of the attack, it see0
to arrest the course of the malady as effectually
quinine cures an ague, or ipecacuanha a dysente'
5. The relief of pain is always one of the earliý
effects produced. 6. In acute cases, relief of P
and a fall of temperature generally occur sio
taneously. 7. In subacute cases, the pain is sOr
times decidedly relieved before the temperato
begins to fall; this is especially the case wheni 0
is frequently observed in those of nervous teni
ment, the pain is proportionally greater thanl.
abnormal rise of temperature. 8. In chroP
rheumatism, salicin sometimes does good Wb"
other remedies fail ; but it also sometimes
where others do good."

A further experience of the remedy has .C
firmed me in the accuracy of these conclus10]
In not one case of acute rheumatism have I fO
salicin fail to produce a speedy cure of the dise
I have therefore nothing to add to, nothing to
tract from the conclusion-" that, given in suflic1i
dose at the commencement of the attack, s
seems to arrest the course of acute rheumatisffi
effectually as quinine cures an ague, or ipecacusO0.
a dysentery."

The points to which, in this communicatioO'
would direct special attention, are : first, the.
which should be given ; and, second, the actiOP
the remedy on the cardiac complications of
rheumatism.

i. The Dose.-What I said on this point i0
former paper was as follows :-" The dos
salicin is from ten to thirty grains every twow

112 THE CANADA LANCET.
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four hours, according to the severity of the case.fafteen grains every three hours is a medium dose
0!hn sacute case. It is very possible that less
ri Uffice ; for I have not tried to find the
,l nmum dose. It is very certain that a mucharger dose may be given without producing dis-Colyforth>

th ither experience has led me to the conclusion
ht 't is well to give the larger dose ; and that therest way to get the full and speedy benefit of the

as pO s to saturate the system with it as quickly
Porsble. The more speedily this is done, the

oe speedily are the fever and pains subdued. I
of , therefore, give the salicin to adults in a dose
acuventy to thirty grains every two hours : in verypie cases 1 give that quantity every hour till
Pain is relieved. With relief of pain, sleep returns
iwe e hourly dose cannot be adhered to. But it

hoirs dto give twenty grains, at least, every two
to t uring the day, till the temperature is down
dos e normal. For a week afterwards the same

hould be given four times a day.
Sriucin is an excellent bitter tonic-in my ex-

agrence as good as quinine, and not apt to dis-
0f acus the latter is. I have always found cases
rapidle rheumatism treated by it convalesce very

th; treated in the old way, convalescence
jIa at disease is a slow and tedious process.

nece n specially anxious to call attention to the
le Sity for giving salicin in large and frequently

eached doses, because, in some of the cases
righ ave been reported in the journals since my

tonnal paper was published, the dose given was
thirty t to produce benefit. To give " from
either o Slxty grains per day" is to do justice

Port a to the patient nor the remedy ; and to re-
Ponia case i which such a dose was given as one
dicating " the inability of salicin to arrest thediSease 

, *ranted i's to draw an inference which is unwar-
tlerited by the facts, and which tends to throw un-

rest th iscredit on a remedy whose ability toeen dte progress of acute rheumatism has already
acute rh onstrated in numerous cases. A case of
grai 5 ieumatism which gets from thirty to sixty
two . 24 hours-i. e., an average of less than
treatgrains in the hour-receives practically noOr a t, and is of no value as evidence either foregainst saliin

2. 7The c.
this ube cardiac eomtlications.-What I said on
folloect in my former cummunication was as
Cardiac'' Regarding the action of salicin on the
1O expe .mplications of rheumatic fever, I have
eases torience-....But it needs not the details of
the duremonstrate that a remedy which curtails
tac fation, mor itigates the severity, of an at-

I a or eumatic fever, must of necessity diminish
Chief.,,iortIonate degree the risk of cardiac mis-

'rle fi st Part of this statement I have now to
ave some experience of the action of

salicin on the cardiac complications, and shall
presently give it.

The latter part of the statement I would in no
way modify. There can be no doubt that the
longer a case of rheumatic fever continues, the
greater is the risk of the heart becoming involved ;
and that a remedy which cuts short that disease
diminishes the risk to which the heart is exposed.
Cure the patient in a week, and his heart is more
likely to escape than if the ailment last for a fort-
night.

From the fact that salicin so readily cures rheu-
matic fever, we therefore infer that it is a valuable
agent in preventing the occurrence of the cardiac
complications of that disease.

Whether it is of value in the treatment of these
complications after they have made their appear-
ance is another question, to which I would for a
moment direct attention.

As already remarked, the question of the action
of salicin in the treatment of the cardiac compli-
cations of rheumatic fever is distinct from the
question of its power to prevent these.

It is now two years since I began to use salicin.
During that time I have had under my care four-
teen cases of acute rheumatism. Of these, eleven
have been treated by salicin and three (for contrast
sake) by salicylic acid. In not one case in which
the heart was intact when treatment commenced,
has any cardiac complication developed itself. To
what extent this freedom from so common a com-
plication is due to the salicin may be a matter of
opinion. Under no other plan of treatment did
I ever experience such immunity from cardiac
mischief, and my own very strong belief is that this
immunity is attributable to the beneficial action of
the salicin, The salicin cures the fever, and in
doing so saves the heart from the action of the
rheumatic poison, in the same way as it saves the
joints.

In private practice, cases of acute rheumatism
are generaily seen at an early stage of the illness.
If the salicin be given at once and in frequently
repeated large doses, I believe that the great dan-
ger of such cases-involvement of the heart-may
be warded off.

If, as I do not doubt will be the case, the
administration of salicin or salicylic acid in large
and frequently-repeated doses should ultimately
come to be the only treatment of acute rheumatism
I do not hesitate to say-to prophesy, if you will-
that in the next generation valvular disease of the
heart will be much less common than it is in the
present.

How much anxiety and how much suffering will
thus be saved to mankind, those only know who
understand the " hard conditions " which heart
disease imposes on its victims during life, and the
long trying agony by which it slowly leads to death.

The general treatment applicable to rheumatic
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inflammation of the heart does not differ from that
of similar inflammation in the joints. What is best
for the latter is best for the former. Salicin cures
the latter ; salicin ought, therefore, it may be
argued, to cure the former. And so, I have no
doubt, it would, if the conditions of the heart and
the joints were the same. But such is far from
being the case. Acute rheumatic inflammation of
a joint leads to the effusion of fluid ; acute rheu-
matic inflammation of the heart leads to the
effusion of lymph. Fluid effused into a joint is
readily abso-bed when the cause which gave rise
to it is removed ; lymph effused on the surface of
the heart, inner or outer, is probably never com-
pletely absorbed.

Salicin given in sufficient quantity, and at a
sufficiently early period of the illness, is competent:
to prevent the inflammatory mischief which gives
rise to such effusion, but is incompetent to remove
that effusion after it has taken place. Hence we
find that, valuable as salicin is in the treatment of
acute rheumatisni, and in preventing inflammatory
mischief in the heart, it has no effect in removng
the effusion to which such mischief gives rise. And
this is just what might have been anticipated. For
the direct cause of all the objective, and most of
the subjective, symptoms of cardiac inflammation
is not the rheumatic poison which causes the in-
flammation, is not even the inflammation itself, but
is the effused lymph which results from it.

The lymph effused during rheumatic inflam-
mation differs in no respect from that throwni out
during non-rheumatic inflammation of the heart's
membranes. No one would expect salicin to re-
move the latter. It would be as unreasonable to
expect it to remove the former. Salicin is not
deobstruent ; it is anti-pyretic and anti-rheumatic.
It cures rheumatic fever, but it does not stimulate
absorbents.

The fact that salicin is powerless to remove car-
diac damage is an urgent reason for getting the
system under its influence, and so out of the in-
fluence of the rheumatic poison, before the heart
becomes involved.

The occurrence of cardiac inflammation is no
reason for stopping the salicin. On the contrary,
that inflammation is so clearly due to the rheumatic
poison that the general treatment most applicable
to it is that which best counteracts the influence of
the poison to which the inflammation is due.

Salicin thus acts on the rheumatic poison. The
free administration of that remedy is, therefore, the
most hikely way to prevent extension of the cardiac
mischief.

The conclusions to which I have come with re-
ference to the action of salicin on the cardiac
complications of acute rheumatism are :

i. That given sufficiently early, and in sufficient:
dose, salicin prevents these complications.

2. That its free administration is the best means

of staying their progress after they have occurre4

3. That such general treatment does not excludo
the usual local measures-leeching, poulticing, &'

4. That the beneficial action of the salicin 00
the heart ceases when the temperature falls to the
normal.

5. That salicin is powerless to remove the
effusion which remains after the fever has ceased-
(To touch the gums with mercury, slightly b"
quickly, I regard as the most hopeful means
attaining this end.)

It is right that I should add that my experience
of salicylic acid leads me to regard it as havit1g
much the same action as salicin, as an anti-pyretic
and anti-rheumatic. All that I have said of the
alkaloid I believe to be equally applicable to the
acid.

The advantage of the former is that it is an ee
cellent bitter tonic, and never causes troublesornle
symptoms ; except in some rare cases such tinnitIl
aurium as results from a two or three grain dose Of
quinine.

The disadvantage of the latter is, that it gene"
ally causes irritation of the throat, and frequentîl
induces sickness ; in one case I found it give ris'
to troublesome irritation of the bowels.-Dr. Alie
Lagan in The Lancet,

TREATMENT OF TAPEWORM.

Although most cases of tapeworm can be readil
cured by the usual remedies, such as male-fers
kousso, or turpentine, it sometimes happens thet
all are resisted, however carefully given. Such e
case occurred to me about a year and a half since'
The gentleman, a Canadian, suffering also froO
lung disease, had for more than two years been the
subject of inveterate tape-worm, with all its attend'
ant evils and discomforts. Before leaving Canad$
he had undergone the usual round of remedies alld
under all, great lengths of the worm were expelledi
but, as the results proved, never the whole parasite
After coming to Torquay, he again took, under to
superintendence, large doses in succession $
intervals, of the above three remedies, as well as 0
full dose of kamela ; but with still the same results
large portions of worm expelled, and on one Oc'
casion so narrowed that it was hoped the head h4
only escaped observation. Comparative freed0o0
from discomfort for some time seemed to confir 0

this hope, but once more the signs were manifest
Just then the formula to which it is my purpose to
call attention was sent over from Canada. Ml
patient being in a weak state of health, the first
dose given was not of full strength, more especiaî
as one minim of croton oil only was added. Stle
cess was not complete. After an interval of a fe'o
weeks, the full dose was taken, and within 01
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e ntire parasite, including the head, was analysis of the body after death, two weeks afterb aoiv the last dose. 5. Arsenic, therefore, does not ac-ulk sf medicine to be taken is large, but cuinulate in the system, and no fear of this needk said he found it much less disagreeable be entertained ; but when it is administered in in-kousso; and I believe the mucilage from creasing doses absorption may be hindered, and,lpkin seeds renders the medicine at once when the doses become very large, active absorp-latable and easier in action. tion of the large dose may give rise to a suspioionýll0xing formula is exactly as it was sent of cumulative action. 6. The first symptom of aa believe it is largely employed both in full dose of arsenic in a very large share of cases isand the States. a fulness about the face and eyes, and conjunctivalfoegranate bark 3ss;*pumpkin-seeds gj; irritation and tenderness. This need not be ex-O of male-fern, 3j ; ergot (freshly bruised) ceeded, but may be often kept up with advantage
e rgum Arabic, 3ij ; croton-oi, mij. to a slight degree until the disease yields. Before
isomegranate, pumpkd,-seeds, and ergot, any harm is done by the arsenic, either this or aoilu, pour eight ounces of water. Bring slight nausea or diarrhœa manifests itself 7. Ar-inutstirring constantly whilst boiling for senic should be given with or just after meals. ItMutes ; adding water to keep up the eight is often best to give it alone, or with a smallMake a smooth emulsion, with a small amount of bitter infusion. 8. The bowels shouldf water, of the croton-oil, oil of male- be first well purged, and an occasional laxativeguc Arabic. Strain the decoction through will both assist the action of the drug and preventioth and express strongly, and mix with or modify some of its unpleasant effects. 9. If the
atient h urine becomes loaded and the tongue coated, it is

saltssould have a full dose of aperient best to stop the medicine for a short time and giveorni sj) on going .to bed ; and the fol- diuretics ; some of these disturbances can be pre-Ornng the above dose about eight o'clock vented by combining an alkali, as acetate of potash,Y food. carbonate of soda, or aromatic spirits of ammonia,add that, when I heard of my patient a with the arsenic. 10. The most serviceable formsble tit e after the last dose of the medi- in which to use arsenic, named in the order of theire had been no return. value, are-solution of the chloride of arsenic,NOE-R THOMSON, M.D., Ashton, Torquay. solution of the arseniate of potass, of the arseniate
of soda, and the arseniate of amnionia, arsenious
acid, iodide of arsenic, and the arseniates of iron

IC IN DISEASES OF THE SKIN. and quinia ; of as yet untried efficacy, solution of
lo the chloro-phosphide of arsenic and arseniate ofeOWing are the conclusions of Dr. Bulk- antimony. 1 i. The dose of arsenic, small at first,.esting paper " On the Use and Value of is to be increased slowly until some of its physio-r the Treatment of Diseases of the Skin," logical effects are manifested or the disease yields ;12nmeeting of the American Mediçal Asso- it may then be somewhat diminished. 12. It isnd Piblished in full in the New York very important that arsenic be taken very regularlyrOrna for August - and persistently, and always under the supervisionýrsenic when administered in medicinal and frequent inspection of the physician. 13. Ar-quite another action from that manifested senic is valuable in chronic rheumatism, hence is1Ous doses. The average dose of the useful in arthritic eruptions. It is serviceable inOne-twenty-fourth of a grain of arsenious certain neuroses, as chorea and neuralgia, thereforee the srnallest toxic dose is stated at two in skin diseases with neurotic elements ; and itArsenic i medical doses does not pro- possesses anti-malarial properties, and is conse-s or Poisoning, but has been administered quently serviceable in diseases of the skin showingsOyears in quantities a small portion of periodic symptoms, as intermittent urticaria, etc.,ae amnounit would destroy life at once. likewise with patients with other skin diseases whoadtinistered a total of more than half have been exposed to mismatic influence. 14.
o asingle patient. The accounts of the Arsenic is certainly valuable in psoriasis, eczema,nf Styria are true, and arsenic is eaten by pemphigus, acne, and lichen, in proper cases, andgiany Years without any apparent ill-effect. when due attention is paid to the secretory organs,e tiven by a careful practitioner, in doses and to the diet and other elements of general health.
uld e need never cause any symptoms Of less certain value in lupus, ichthyosis, sycosis,C ause regret. 4. Arsenic is elimi- verruca, epitheliomatous and cancerous diseases, itthapidly, chiefly by the bowels and is absolutely useless or harmful in the syphil-that the urine shows evidence of it in a odermata, the animal and vegetable parasiticN0 trace of it can be found on careful diseases (except in rare cases), elephantiasis Græ-

*FrOn yellow nield-pumpkin. corum and Arabum, purpura, true prurigo, herpes
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zoster, scleroderma, molluscun contagiosum and
fibrosum, keloid, vitiligo, nevus, etc. 15. The
only local application of arsenic which is justifiable
is either one where the strength is so weak, and the
extent of its use so small, that there is no danger
of absorption, which may occur when not expected ,
or one of such a strength as to kill the adjoining
tissues at once, and so prevent absorption, as is the
case with Marsden's mucilage."-Med. Times and
Gaz.

PROF. BILLROTH AND HIS OPERA-
TIONS.

Without any invidious comparison. it may fairly
be said that there is no operating theatre in Vienna
so popular as Professor Billroth's. The cause of
this is not wholly unconnected with the qualities of
the principal performer. A profound pathologist,
an accurate anatomist, an operator bold to the
verge of rashness, an easy conversational lecturer,
an accomplished linguist, a good blackboard
draughtsman. are qualities not every day to be
found combined in one who, during the most
severe and tedious operations, preserves an amia-
bility and unpretentiousness which makes his pre-
sence a companionship to the youngest assistant.
Nor does one often find the strength and endurance
of a blacksmith uniting these qualities on the one
hand to a distinguished social reputation as a com-
poser and pianst on the other. A combination of
qualities like this, in one so favourably circum-
stanced, could hardly fail in achieving the popular-
ity and success which Prof. Billroth has accom-
plished. In the theatre Prof. Billroth is attended
by nine assistants, all of whom he encourages to
operate there occassionally, and thus secures for
them a sort of training not afforded in any other
operating theatre with which I am acquainted. AlU
the apparatus is according to Lister-carbolized
gauze, carbolized oil-silk, carbolized caoutchouc,
salicylic charpie, salicylic jute, etc.-most of them
of the exquisite Schaffhausen manufacture, being
ready in proper order. That pest of surgeons,
ready-made (non-) adhesive plaster, is here un-
known, the emplastrum diachylon being always
freshly spread on linen cloth as required for use,
and is always soft, pliant, and thoroughly adhesive.
The ligatures on hand are carbolized catgut, fine
silk, and fine flax-the two latter lying in a carbolic
solution. The flax, though fine, is very strong
when wet, and is more generally used both foi
ligatures and sutures. The instruments to be used
are laid out in a carbolic solution of a strength o
three per cent., contained in shallow procelain trays
in which also, before commencing to operate, the
ingers oftbe operator are dipped, as also from tim
to time during the operation. Billroth has a pecu
liar penchant for bull-dog forceps (with slide). In

stead of waiting to tie arteries as he proceeds, thel
are instantly seized and left in the care of the for'
ceps-as many as twelve of them have I seen halg'
ing like leeches from a wound-until, a convenie t
stage of the operation being reached, they were,
as far as necessary, relieved by ligatures. Th
plan greatly faciliates despatch, and is particular l
convenient and serviceable in the extirpation O
large fibrous or carcinomatous tumors. In the
closure of wounds, Billroth uses a great Ma'f
sutures, making coaptation as perfect as possible, but
uses draining tubes very freely. From a wound of
no means large, following extirpation of the rectu0 '
I have seen as many as eleven draining tubes Pro'
jecting. In the Lister dressing (which after I0'
successful experiments with boracic solutions, ho
been reinstated with great care), an improvene"'
in the way of economy has been introduced. for
the caoutchouc, or oil skin, previously placedi
between the sixth and seventh layers of the Scha
hausen carbolized gauze, paper has been subse
tuted, so prepared in a mixture of linseed oil, white
wax, and litharge, as to answer the same purpO5&
In such a large hospital a great saving is thus a
complished.

The Anosthetic used by Billroth is not unlikC
that used by Dittel, consisting of three (3) of cht
roform, one (1) of ether, and one (1) of alcohj
The special advantages claimed for this mixture
that it rarely produces cramp or vomiting. tP0
the whole, I think its claims are sustained. 14".
ever, vomiting not only does occur with it, bu
has taken place precisely when it was most li
to prove disastrous. Ir

The Inhaler in use here and generally throu
out Vienna is a very simple affair. A scoOP
wire-work, large enough to cover the nose
mouth, is covered with a single cap of flafD
which is tightened around the frame by gusse -e
tape. The anæsthetic is poured upon the outs1

only, and in drops, the bottle always havifl$e
stopper-tube attachment. The patient can brea
either through or under this inhaler, as may be
sired. It is light, handy, cheap, and for safCl
simplicity, and economy, this method of adra"'>
tration is highly to be commended.

Esmarch's Method, when practicable, is e
omitted ; the elastic tube is entirely discarded
elastic band, simply a little narrower than that 0
for the preliminary impression, being substito
for it. There is a suspicion, however, that 1f

dition to the temporary paralysis sometimes Cato
by this method, it has a tendency also to inte
with prompt primary union. From a multitud o

f cases and facts observed, the following may bc
devoid of interest :

Lymphoma Maligna has in three successive
been recently treated successfully. In the,00

- case, a man thirty years of age, a very large
- ber of the superficial lymplatics were excee
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etIlarged. The treatment was Fowler's Solution,
Ve drops, gradually increased to twenty, internally

daily. Also, into the body of each tumour, by
tIrns, an injection of one drop occasionally, several
'f them being injected every day. The tumors at

brst where quite stubborn, but after beginning to
soft and movable, they progressed rapidly to
appearance.

Atheroma of the Lower Yaw.-in point of loca-
On so rare, Billroth had never before seen it. ThePatient was a woman, twenty-five years old, and
e tumor, which was situated just beneath the bi

Vspids and first molar on the right side, was aboutthe size of a walnut. It had been growing about
O years, but had been painful about two months

rlY. At first sight it might have been taken for
ePtilis or dentigenous cyst ; but on proceeding to0Perate, the tumor was found to consist of a cheesy,

elcareous mass. The surface beneath, after being
i scraped to the depth of about (3) three milli-

r4etres, looked healthy, and the wound healed
'ethout further trouble. *

Il 'o°nged Interval in Careinoma Lingu.-A
'eaIthy-looking man, æt, fifty-five, presented him-tef for the extirpation of a small epithelioma,ohich for two or three months had been growing

o the left side of his tongue. On the right sideithe tongue was a healthy cicatrix, marking the
of an extirpation of an epithelioma fifteen

ars ago by Schuh, Billroth's predecessor. To
th, who is a relentless extirpator of cancer,Was a gratifying incident.

S*tbcutaneous Ostetony.-Not only in club-foot,t in rahitic deformities of the legs, I have never. a case present itself here, however bad, but
treatment has been undertaken. the courage

Played and the results obtained being very in-
est 1ng to witness. One patient, a young man,teen years old, I saw, upon whom subcut-

onioy osteotomy of both ribiæ had been performed
y two years before for double valgus, and in

o gait there remained no trace of apparent de-
>h1ty.. This operation Billroth practises only
Dert simple manual force is insufficient. In its
hrirance he never uses a saw. An incision is

thei e as small as will admit a small chisel, and
If > With this and a hammer, the tibia is divided,

lle'essary, completely ; but if not, only so far astIle nable the operator to use manual force mostti. vely. AIl the straightening gained is imme-draeýsy secured and maintained by plaster-of-Paris
b g. In no case, even when the treatment

t een most daring, have I failed to see the re-
e,.Ore than justify the measure.

%grPation of the Recum.-Though somewhat
ther r, this operation is with Billroth the rule
Nlon than the exception for carcinoria of this

ta eArmost the only limitation he makes is
th- the parts deceased are within easy reachindex finger. I think, however, I have seen

this limitation decidedly overstepped in one oper-
ation, in which en route the membranous urethra
and prostate were as cleanly dissected as if for a
preparation. After the extirpation the cut end of
the rectum is brought down, and as far as possible
stitched to the integumental margin of the wound.
This, however, generally breaks away and retracts,
leaving a large excavation to be filled in by granu-
lation. The important matter of keeping this ex-
cavation clean is accomplished only by at first the
free use of draining tubes, and afterwards by dilgent
irrigation Of the six cases under my observation,
the youngest of which was a female of twenty-two,
four made a good recovery, and did not suffer
from involuntary discharge of fæces. Of ten pre-
vious cases, Prof. Billroth tells me four died, and
the rest did well-a success as regards the primary
results which is certainly encouraging in this field
of surgery.-Dr. Howard in Med. Record.

POPLITEAL ANEURISM CURED BY
ESMARCH'S BANDAGE.

(Under the care of MR. WAGsTAFFE.)

R. W-, a barman, of good physique, aged
thirty-two, was admitted September 1st. Between
four and five months previously, when pushing a
heavy cask, he felt " something snap" in his right
leg at the back of the knee, and he suffered for the
next three days from severe pain in this situation,
but did not discontinue his work. He felt pain
there afterwards on and off after a hard day's work.
Two nonths prior to admission he first noticed
"throbbing " at the back of the right knee, at-
tended for the last month with swelling of the leg
and " dragging pain" at the back of the leg and
ankle ; but he was able to continue his work until
admitted.

On admission, there existed in the popliteal
space a pulsating aneurismal tumour, two inches
long, filling the upper half of the space, termin-
ating opposite the junction of the femur with the
tibia, together with considerable œdema of the
leg.

On Sept. 2nd an Esmarch's bandage was applied
tightly over the foot and leg up to the lower border
of the popliteal space, carried lightly over the
tumour (a thin layer of cotton-wool intervening),
and then continued tightly over the thigh to with-
in three inches and a half of Poupart's ligament,
where the upper end of the bandage was fixed with
pins. The elastic ligature was not used. This
was completed at 2 P.M. The bandage was then
left on for one hour, during which time the patient
was very restless and complained of great pain.
One-third of a grain of morphia was given subcut-
aneously. At 2.55 P.M. a tourniquet was placed
on the femoral artery, and Esmarch's bandage was
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removed. A second tourniquet was placed in
position, to be applied alternately with the first.-
4 P.M. : No pulsation in tumour when the tourni-
quet was removed for a few moments.-5.45 P.M. :
Application of the tourniquet continued ; no pul-
sation in tumour; leg slightly swollen ; toes warm.

-9-30 P.M. : Until this time complete pressure
had been kept up by tourniquets, but some flow
of blood was now permitted.

3rd.-8.45 A.M. : When all pressure was taken
off, no pulsation was felt in the tumour. Tourni-
quet still applied lightly.-At 12 noon there was
no pulsation in the tumour, but the artery on the
inner condyle pulsated.-7 P.M.: Tourniquet loose;
taken off. Aneurism cured.

On the ioth the aneurism remained only as a
solid lump in the popliteal space, and over each
condyle was a rather large artery pulsating very
freely. The foot was not swollen, and the man
was free from pain.

Remarks by MR. WAGSTAFFE.-The value of the
principle which Prof. Esmarch has been most active
in utilising in his method of ensuring bloodless
surgery has been recognised in England perhaps'
more fully than abroad ; and one of the latest
adaptions of it is in the treatment of aneurism.
The only case in which I am aware of an attempt
having been made to cure this disease by means of
Esmarch's bandage is that of Dr. Walter Reid, re-
ported in THE LANCET of September 25 th, 1875 ;
and in this case, which was one of popliteal aneur-
ism, other means had been previouily adopted :
genuflexion for four days ; complete compression
of the artery for four hours, after which pulsation
in the tumour ceased for a time ; and then a num-
ber of attempts were made both by digital and in-
strumental compression before using Esmarch's
bandage. So that, although there is no doubt that
ultimately the complete emptying of the limb of
blood by means of Esmarch's bandage allowed the
aneurism to consolidate, still one cannot help feel-
ing that the previous treatment may have materially
assisted in the cure.

In the case here narrated the limb was emptied
of blood for nearly an hour, the sac of the aneurism
being left probably full, and then the main artery
compressed by tourniquet for an hour longer, before
the tumour was examined. At the end of that
time no pulsation could be detected when the
tourniquet was raised. Still it was thought ad-
visable to continue the pressure, and this was proba-
bly nearly complete for the next five hours, after
which it was maintained only imperfectly for
twelve, andvery slightly, if at all, for the next ten
hours. The plan here adopted of leaving Esmarch's
bandage compressing the whole limb, except the
aneurism itself, for an hour, appears simpler and
open to less objection than that adopted by Dr.
Reid, of removing the bandage after encircling the
upper part of the limb with the elastic ligature, in-

asmuch as it substitutes a universal for a local prer
sure ; and doubtless, if it were thought advisab e,
the bandage might be left on longer, though
would be necessary to administer chloroforl
that case, owing to the pain it produces. Mao
cases of necrosis remain under chloroform, wiab
no blood admitted to the limb, a longer time th3a
was occupied in the treatment of these two cases
aneurism-i.e., longer than an hour.

The treatment here adopted is undoubtedly
more reliable than digital or instrumental pressure'
but whether so successful in large thinly-coate
aneurisms remains to be proved. The sac is pr
sumably occupied by the clotting of the conta'le
blood en masse, and not by a lamination fron th,
wall inwards, and it remains to be seen wyhethb
this would ensure permanent obliteration in large
aneurisms.-The Lancet.

SIR WILLIAM GULL.

As we once before intimated, a good deal
feeling was excited among the English professi0o
by the testimony of Sir William Gull at the Braeu
inquiry. The especial portion which led to th
disagreement between Sir William and Dr. Job
son was the statement to the jury that " he (e
William) was taken to a man believed to be dy
of disease, and found him to be dying of poisort e
and thereupon, " on his own responsibility, a
without consulting with his colleagues," told
he was dying of poison ; the truth being that
Gull was called to the case as one of poisonle
although no doubt his assertion was due simplY
defective memory. The testimony was unca t

for, and looked like a slur on the professional gegr
tlemen previously in attendance. It is lot surPr t'
ing, therefore, that Dr. Johnson took the mattid
up with some warmth, and that the affair ended i

an appeal to the London College of Physicia0
The Censors of that body have reported that the
perusal of Sir William Gull's evidence was cala
lated to lead ordinary readers to conclusions Pf
judicial to the position of Dr, Johnson and t
other medical attendants of Mr. Bravo; and t
such portions of his evidence were, therefore,
objectionable ;" although they entertain no do
that there was no intention on his part to dispa
the professional character of Dr. Johnson and
medical colleagues.

They also state that the infringement bY
William Gull of at least the spirit of the by-lae'
the College in regard to consultations was
astrous.''. 

tboSince the report of the Censors it is stated
Sir William Gull has done the wisest thing he c
under the circumstances, i.e., be has addresse
Dr. Johnston a letter expressive of a desire
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t Patio ASEMr. Wm. D., aged thirty-six, oc-
ad but bone. When first seen, February, 1875,d % as en three months discharged from the

e then under treatment, and his physician,

and e Mutuail friendly sentiments and relations;
spirto this Dr. Johnson has replied in the same

rit ed. Tmes.

EUcALYPTUS IN DROPSIES.-As I intend this
Paper to be the history of a few cases of general

opsy, in which Eucalyptus was employed, I willCOrd.Peak of its botany other than to say that ac-Cordi
h ng to Professor Von Mueller, there are oneded and thirty different species of this tree ;ald Of these I have chosen Eucalyptus Globulus,
sab e preparation the fluid extract, to be the
S my paper. It is now nearly four years
gre I first prescribed Eucalyptus as a specific in

thaorrIhea, and it was while treating the disease
tie s first noticed its remarkable diuretic proper-

"tie the amount of urine passed by some patients
ice taking it being enormous." I then thought

rele this causes such an abnormal activity of the
ale organs, would it not be advisable to give itgivveriases of dropsy, and waited an opportunity toy m-y suspicios

t case in which I tried it was a gentle-
r. R, a resident of Jersey City, who had

was told that he had acute Bright's Disease, and
littl ven but a few weeks to live. I had but

i hope of belping him until I saw him the fol-
pov ,eek when his condition was so nuch im-
?ekI was led to continue its use; and in seven
and had the satisfaction of having him go about
Iak assume his usual avocation (packing-box

to er-.) This patient, when first seen, was unable
SWi ln the recumbent posturc, his limbs were
he Pgn past the capacity of his pantalaons, and
hi Uffered considerable from dyspnoea. I gave
ti, e fluid extract in doses of ten minims four
I fouad should state that, on examination,
bit o a lsmall quantity of albumen in the urine,

tardi nfld the liver enlarged and hobnailed, also
er, 8 gnsufficiency. First saw the patient Decem-

cont?; up to date has no return of dropsy;
'nued Eucalyptus six months ago.

WidONb CASE.-Mrs. McC., aged forty-nine,
drP, .occupation housewife, first noticed she had
fore 1'872; had been tapped three times be-
two aw her, December, 1874, and each time

1 gaîons of water had been drawn of.
and called, as I have said, December, 1874,

af p o tap to relieve dyspnea ; obtained about

caOy iquid. After tapping, placed er under
diacPs and digitalis, as ber dropsy was due to

anly ret ypertrophy with dilatation ; has never had
ehedieurn Of dropsy ; still continues taking theealth. first prescribed and enjoys very good

homœopath, had given him up to die. I refused to
give him anything, as I thought he had but a few
hours to live ; but at his own urgent solicitation
gave him him something, I prescribed digitalis and
left. The following day I found him easier, and
added Eucalyptus to his digitalis. For four days
he remained in " statu quo," and on the fifth day
he remarked his legs, which were very much swollen,
did not hurt him, and he thought they were getting
smaller. That day his left calf was 21 inches in
diameter, his right 23, both his thighs measured
35 inches. Fourteen days after, his calves were 14
and 16 respectively, his thighs 26. They contin-
ued to diminish, until, five weeks after taking his
first dose, his calves measured, left 1o, right 11 ;
he was able to get on his shoes, and was walking
about. This patient gave a specific history. Ad-
vised him to stop Eucalyptus, but to continue digi-
talis, as he had slight murmurs. Five months after
was called to see him again. His condition was
not quite so bad, but his testicles were very much
enlarged and painful; did not tap him then, but
again placed him under Eucalyptus, and he got
well, and has continued taking it. Cause of dropsv
is his cardiac disease.

FOURTH CASE.-Mr. J., when first seen, had
general anasarca, but not to such a great extent as
previous cases. Was placed under Eucalyptus for
seven weeks, when he discontinued all medication,
being in perfect health, with the exception of car-
diac hypertrophy, which does not trouble him.

The fluid extract of Eucalyptus Globulus was
given in these cases in doses of ten minims, and
never increased, but in some diminished to eight
minims, the system at no time tolerating it; and in
case three, it acts fully as well to-day as did the
first dose. I have also given it in a great many
cases of passive congestion of the kidneys, and a]-
ways with benefit. In fact, whenever I need a
diuretic I prescribe it, and have yet to see the case
in which it failed, if the kidneys were not so far dis-
eased as to be inert and loose their functions.

Patients, while taking this drug, would sometimes
complain of a very severe congestive headache,
accompanied with tinnitus aurium ; but their ap-
petite was very much better, though no tonic was
prescribed, showing a similarity to quinia, and in
some cases, a laxative condition of the bowels was
produced.

Some may try this remedy and be disappointed
in the result, which I think will be owing to the
preparation used, or rather by whom prepared.
Some may wish to give it in combination with other
diuretics, and will find most preparations to be in-
compatible, owing to the resin which it contains
being precipitated. I have found that prepared
by the firm of Lazell, Marsch & Gardner, of
New York, to be the best, as it does not percipi-
tate with acids or alkalies.-Southern Med. Record.
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TREATMENT OF NASAL CATARRH BY NITRATE

OF BISMUTH.-A letter from London to the Phila.
Med. Times says that the newest thing there is in
therapeutics is the plan of treating nasal catarrh by
the insufflation of bismuth, advocated by Dr. Far-
rier. He first tried it in his own case, taking a
pinch from time to time, and was speedily cured
His further experience decided in favour of an ad-
mixture of gum acacia in powder, and the addition
of a little morphia. Another new thing is an or-
namental bottle, containing a little piece oflint at
one end and some nitrite of amyl in the other com-
partment, for the relief of palpitation of the heart,
hysterical or gouty. - Pacifc Med. &- Surg.

ournal.

TREATMENT OF BURNS AND ScALDS.-At the
time of the accident, the main indications are to
exclude the air from the burned surface, to allay
pain by opiates, and to give stimulants in such
quantities as may be necessary. The applications
which are in use for burns are too numerous to
mention, and the choice of one or other will de-
pend in a great measure on the depth of the burn.
A mere superficial scorch is best treated by some
warm solution applied on a thick rag and kept
constantly moist. Goulard-water with laudanum
is perhaps as grateful as anything. Painting the
surface with ink soon relieves the pain of a small
superficial burn, or covering it with whitewash or
some other similar substance, which will crust over
it and completely exclude the air from it. Com-
mon flour thickly dredged on the part is a very
good and handy application. But such crusts
should not be applied over burned surfaces of the
second degree, since their removal would soon be-
come necessary, and this would drag off the
epidermis. The bullæ should be pricked, the
epidermis gently smoothed down, and some simple
ointment put next the skin, or some oily substance
which will not stick when it is necessary to change
it. A very favorite application to these burns and
to others of greater depth is the Carron oil, made
by mixing lime-water and linseed-oil in equal parts,
and deriving its naine from its having come into

extensive use at the great Carron Foundry in the
numerous burns occurring there. Oil of turpentine
is a very good application to burns in wiich the

skin is quite destroyed. But for the first few days
I doubt whether anything is better than simply
swathing the part in thick layers of cotton-wool,
which is prevented from sticking to the burned
surface by some simple ointment (cerat. calaminoe
is generally used) spread on thin, soft linen or

cambric, and covering the whole burned surface.
When, after a few days, the discharge becomes
foul, this dressing should be changed for some
deodo¿zing or antiseptic, oily application, or the
latter may be used frorm the first ; but all the anti
septics I have yet seen used have been stimulating

and for the first few days it is desirable, I think, to

avoid any local stimulation. The carbolized 0i
answers every indication better than any othe
substance which I know of, but it should not b
used too strong ; for it may- both prove too stunW'

lating, and thus increase the discharge, and it 4
be absorbed, producing a black condition of the

urine, and other symptoms of incipient poisonfing

It is well, then, to begin with a very weak sol"'
tion (about i to 12), and if this does not correct
the fetor, its strength may be gradually increased,

or a stronger solution of carbolic acid may bc

placed over the dressings.-Holmes' Surgery.

TREATMENT OF CHRoNIc EPILEPSY.-A. McLand
Hamilton in The 7ýournal of Mental and NerO0
Diseases, says, the first indication of treatmen

to remove the cause if it can be ascertained. t
allay erethisrn and reduce susceptibility of th
medulla, and to administer some general nerle
sedative, are the leading secondary indicatio5'
In those cases were there is tendency to anom
the bromides do harrn. The doctor claims that 1
more than one drachm of either of the bromnidl
should be administered during twenty-four hoUl'$
In those cases in which there is present a tendelCl
to hyperæmia, ergot in large doses is recommende&
Attacks of petit mal can be cut short by hypodet
mic injections of atropine. He regards digital
as a most important adjuvant in the treatme0t
Nitrite of amyl is regarded as an agent wlich Co
afford temporary relief only, and is chiefly servic'
able in those cases in which a succession of fits oe
cured. The doctor regards nitro-glycerine as
excellent prophylactic. He bas used it in solutio#
containing about one-quarter of a drop to five 110

ims of alcohol, and bas found it to produce alf
an exact effect with nitrite of amyl, but the effeco
are more permanent.

READY METHOD OF PREPARING SECTIoNS
THE MICRosCoPE.-A mixture of glycerine
tragacanth soon become stiff like jelly, and maY
used to advantage in which to imbed tissues for 10
purpose of making slices for the microscope.
like cheese after standing eight or nine hours, ad f
keeping it in methylated spirit twelve to twentY0 '

hours it parts with the glycerine and becomes
easily sliced by reason of its being harder.
material is dissolved off the section by means Of
water with a little glycerine added.

The proportion Dr. S. uses, is two drachffi
glycerine to one and one-half drachmns of powdoei

gum tragacanth-to be rubbed together on a .0
slate. Mucli less guin trag. than this propo ,0
makes a material too soft. If not to be sliced W l
twelve hours from the time of its preparatioiln

- material should be preserved in methylated spiri
Med. Jour. e EX.. Chicago.
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tlIy Journal of Medical and Surgical Science

1Uedt Promaptly on the First of each Month.

ean """< a soUcited on ail Médical and Sci->,.<e1C su eaînaso Reports of Cases occnirring in-tie dvevUisements inserted on the mo8t liberai
to e A etter. and Comunications to be addresseded<tcr Canada r.neet," 7oronto.

j-là n&ox BROS., Montreal ; J. & A. MCMILLAN, St. Johnac &<BALDWIN, 805 Broadway, New York, and BALLIERE'
King William street, Strand, London, England'

TORONTO, DEC. 1, 1876.

PROFESSIONAL CHARLATANISM.

degee We assert that the possession of a University
anede oiS invariable evidence of honorable feeling,

ry equirements, belonging to the scientific,
s a and Dolished orders of society-that ittti oarantee against stratagem and misrepresen-eri, td that love for alma mater would never

It the device "populus vult dec:pi, et decipiatur ?'
noer tt. We have no reason, however, to con-

rl that the meeting with unlicensed practitioners,
practtnon, visiting patients under another
chronle tsf care, and subsidizing editors to

nacle trifling accidents under charge of Dr.
or e ' confined to this Canada of ours. Among

. exchanges we receive the " Yournal de la
the de Medicine du Caen et du Calvados." Ineoic elleton for the August number there is a
?rof pamphlet on Extra-professional and
enly ritta Charlatanism, by a Dr. Notta, appar-
'atBruyren with a pen dipped in the inkstand of
aàt, fr the b As germain to the subject, we trans-Cfor bte enefit of our readers, certain passages.lirearlatanisr
presents e s, from a medical point of view,

Ia andef under two aspects, extra-profes-
able f professional. To believe ourselves

frorn a uring a particular disease or diseases
tllackerPUTy humanitarian point of view is not
at the O constitute quackery, it is necessary

entered upn practice of medicine should be
ther peunin view of advantages to be obtained,tver to ecuiary or moral. I do not propose, how-

harIlatanis to this class, but to the second form

it . its narne * , viz., professional charlatanism.

tl egalized icates, it is practised by physicians.
to st pe atented charlatanism, consequentlyt protectidious and dangerous. How are weOurselves from it? Allow me to place
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myself from the point of view of an intelligent
public, but ignorant of medical details. I have
been ill for a varying length of time; my physician,
in whom I have every confidence, and who merits
it, advises me to have a consultation in Paris, and
indicates one or two professors of the School of
Medicine, to either of which he recommends me ;
but on my arrival at the capital, my relatives and.
friends carry me off to another physician. He is
a specialist, and a professor also. Titles and
decorations are not wanting to him, besides he
has cured a patient suffering from a complaint
precisely similar to mine. At the end of a month
I return home worse than when I left, and my
physician informs me that I have been shamefully
imposed upon. Nevertheless, I have been to
Paris, where we are assured the highest develop-
ments of medical science are to be found. I con-
sulted a physician who appeared to have imposing
titles to popular favor. Such instances we witness
every day. The scandal is disgraceful, should be
exposed, and all the details investigated. But it
may be said you appear to be passing under re-
view professional charlatanism in Paris only,
nevertheless, it exists also in the provinces. I
acknowledge it; but it offers less danger. It is
practised within a small range. He who repairs
there is quickly judged by his merits, and ends
in finding victims only among simpletons who
deserve their fate. In the Capital, a great theatre,
where the population is renewed day by day, seen
through the prism of distance, taking advantage of*
the legitimate prestige of the masters of science,
whose celebrity sheds a lustre even on them,
with a long array of titles only scientific in appear-
ance, these legalized, patented quacks draw to
them our unfortunate patients who hope to find
among the physicians of Paris a cure that they
have sought with us in the provinces in vain, and
dazzled by this fictitious glitter, they go, like the
lark fascinated by the nirror of the fowler, easy
victims to the carefully spred out nets. It is
against this infamous proceeding that I protest, in
the name of humanity and of professional dignity
odiously outraged. Professional charlatanism, like
uneducated quackery, has its touters and its ad-
vertisements. In the journals wonderful cures are
announced, the names of these skilful physicians
who are the authors are followed by a long list of
titles and scientific distinctions which exceed even
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those of members of the Institute. They call they persuade them that they have reason to be

themselves members of the Academy, (they do so. The most skilful, when they have to do with

not say of which, and they are in the right), pro- people with whom simplicity and credulity are the

fessor of special surgery, medicine, &c., &c. We prominent traits of character, assume the nicest

medical men know the value of these pseudo titles, sense of honor, but in their case they have givell

and we know well that these office practitioners

have nothing in common with our illustrious mas-

ters, who form the glory and pride of our faculty,
but the public is incapable of appreciating these

differences. In this state of affairs there is truly

a deplorable state of confusion, which should not

be tolerated any longer. The skilful are less

blatant. They are afraid to tarnish a certain

amount of veneer of honor, which they manage with

care. They have another system of advertising ;
they employ the method of false diagnosis, a sure

and infallible method, especially when it is applied

with intelligence to the diseases of women, always

so impressionable, and always enthusiasts. The

notoriety, under whatever form it may have

been produced, brings patients. That does not

suffice ; then appears the mise en scene, the end of

which is to affect strongly the imagination. The

rneans vary infinitely, sometimes details of novel

treatment, for instance, in uterine diseases they

will replace an iron cautery with one of gold,
under the pretext that the last acts more ener-

getically. Sometimes they will have recourse to

exhibitions that may be called disgraceful, prepara-

tions of enormous ovarian tumors, the glass cases

covered with velvet cloths, but which they take

care to exhibit when it is necessary to decide a

hesitating will. As soon as the patient is fascinated,
the time for examination and pronouncing the

diagnosis has arrived. The confidence, the credu-

lity, the desire to be cured, and the show of

scientific guarantees, render the mine inexhaustible.

All the means in themselves are good, but they

are universally applied even in cases where all

treatment is useless, for instance, amputation of

the neck and the application of powerful caustics

to incurable cancers of the uterus, and daily

dressings pro'onged not without an object, the

treatment necessitating a lengthened residence in

Paris, and then crops up the financial question

always treated from a sure point of view. Soine-

times the amount of payment is fixed in advance,
and partly paid in advance. Sometimes half
before *the commencement of the treatment, the

balance after the cure, if they are satisfied, and

such particular, such exceptional care, that the

cannot reasonably dispute the amount of their aC

count, and then again they make such good use

their fortunes. Are they not presidents of char

table societies, of the benefits of which they have

often entertained their sympathising patients?'

Have we not in Canada some practitioners Who

would be equally faithfully portrayed by this oUt'

line sketch ?-Men who diagnose every case of

sore throat as-diphtheria, false croup as membra'

ous croup, bronchial irritation as severe congestion

of the lungs, and such a complication of oth

structural ailments, that the patient's recover4

should be considered a monument more lasti1

than brass to the skill of the wonderful doctor.

INFLUENCE OF THE MIND ON Tli{
BODY.

It is a principle in nature that whateve

strengthens our confidence in mankind, and

spires our hopes of future happiness, must energio

the powers of life. The faculties of the niiII&

properly stimulated, exert an invigorating influellce

upon the organs of the body. A purposeless

is one of brevity and listlessness, and the vit

functions become correspondingly feeble

sluggish. While energizing ideas, or hope

confidence stimulated, infuse new life into

languishing body, so conversely a state of 1n01

depression acts with a destructive power on th

system, truly amazing to one who has o

awakened to the operation of this hitherto sc

noticed influence. Many examples of this I01

be observed in these times of commercial disast

Disaster in business and bank failures have b
the cause of premature death in more than 0
instance within the past nine months , while the

name is legion who have suffered more or

illness and physical derangement from like cautSs

Comparatively few persons are likely to be sick

long as the world smiles upon them, and theY t

successful. Shakespeare's characters were g
portraits of their mental condition, for he 1
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RHE CANA

se:r. ay to Antonius :N
Let me h
Leek h e men about me that are fat,8yOeed*eadI men and such as sleep o' nights

ie tnCassius has a lean and hungry look,astaffs too much ; such men are dangerous.

dePalstaf is rubicund and jolly, and aptly
iliîrthf e results upon the physique of

Sth tatness indulged, and a tranquil mind. It is
that Of mmd and feeling in mirthful people

e'duces flesh, and not the flesh that deter-
"tiae the disposition, for agreeable emotionsilnulate the functions of the nutritive system, and

i nthe e time increase the powers of assimila-
the digestive function being usually strong

s 0s of large mirthfulness, and small in per-
'Ulbapp Morose or sour natures. Restless and

persons are usually correspondingly lean
b Syllthe y; the animal fluids become dissipated
Sible, and the fires, the nerves morbidly impres-
the adthe mucous surfaces dry and feverish ;
aspcidity of the stomach is increased by theerities of the disposition ; the face grows wan,ald the furrows of care are seen gravely accented,
fetruly they become living pictures of Long-

w'5 idea of those whose hearts,
"Like muffled drums, are beating
teuneral marches to the grave."

01nsthe contrary, the man of aspiring hopes, of"shiiie and congeniality, and one who-
"In the world's broad field of battle,

Wiîî Is a hero in the strife,"
seldom si

The ln suffer from disease.
aa POwer of mental influence is further seen

f quely ion as a cause of disease, which is too
PhysientY illustrated in the experience of everylian ta

llustr require proof of its existence. A
youth aIve of this occurred a few years ago.
tiy takeno over-fond of hard work, was appar-

kethen Suddenly ill while mowing hay with-
US g hi brothers, with a pain in his back,

Ot Pt v o drop the scythe, and depriving him
the a taken tove his legs. In this condition

ajbest physome and put to bed, and althougho sicians far and near were consulted,
ectri . given, and every remedy, even

thable tY, tried without avail, he remainedthgh approve his limbs for three months, al-a 1sciPaesity in good health, until visited by
ure of th 1nce dead, who suggested the true"ecase, began by encouraging him to
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move first his toes, then his feet, and, finally, to
draw up the knees-although continually protest-
ing his inability to do so-then on a second visit
causing him to sit up, then to turn out of bed,
and, by continued persistence, causing him to
walk a few steps with assistance. When left alone,
standing in the middle of the room, he was able
to walk to his bed, and did so without difficulty,
thus dispelling the delusion. Another case of
supposed paraplegia, of six months' duration,
was cured by the application of the actual cautery
in the case of a lazy soldier, but a second appli-
cation was not necessary to insure locomotion ;
the approaching cautery insured the removal of
the threatened part quite out of danger, much to
the discomfiture of the attendant, who honestly
supposed it to be a genuine case of paralysis. A
case of hysteritis has lately come under our notice,
simulating a case of peritonitis in point of tender-
ness and pain complained of, although the neces-
sary fever, high pulse, exalted temperature, &c.,
were absent. Fearing lest there might be some
subacute inflammation lurking within, leeches, hot
poultices, and antiphlogistic remedies were ordered,
with Dovers' powder and calomel, every six hours.
Great excitement and apprehension had existed in
the minds of the friends, from an unfavourable
prognosis previously given by a former attendant.
The absence of certain symptoms and the sudden
subsidence of others, led to the suspicion of the
true nature of the case. An attempted vaginal
examination disclosed the hypersexual excitement
of the parts, and revealed the true nature of the
case ; all medicines were stopped, and a little sound
advice, with ten grain doses of bromide of po-
tassium, three times a day, closed the treatment.
The diagnosis and prognosis were confirmed by
finding the patient on next and following days
entirely free from all symptoms, and going about
her household duties as formerly, although com-
plaining of weakness and nervousness. A medical
man relates the case of a lady who had been the
subject of severe neuralgia, and had been enjoined
by her 'attendant to keep perfectly still, lest it
should recur. Her fright at the approach of im-
pending death was so great, that she readily obeyed
the injunction, and although young in general
appearance and robustness, could not be induced
on any pretext whatever to attempt locomotion for
over eighteen months; finally Swedish mlovements

DA LANCET. 13
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were suggested and adopted, and in two weeks
she was able to walk two streets distant and back,
and was soon relieved entirely of the mental delu-
sion which had rendered powerless every faculty
of self-assistance for so long a period. It is be-
yond question that the mind's action, when mis-
directed or greatly intensified, is capable of pro-
ducing physical effects of the most startling and
fatal character, and that disease in its most aggra-
vated forms may be induced by mental as well as
physical causes. It will also be rendered obvious
from an investigation of the laws of vital motion
and psychology that death itself, which often ap-
proaches suddenly and closely, as surely retires
from our presence at the mandate of the imperious
will. It is hazarding little to affirm that many forms
of disease may be far more efficiently treated by
an appeal to the mental forces, than by the use of
physical agents, for no mere physical agent can so
powerfully influence the distribution of the vital
currents and physical forces as can the mind itself,
and through it the life and health of the organism.
For it will be apparent that if the mind, when
misdirected, occasions an irregular organic motion
and diseased condition of the body, it can only
be necessary to reverse or change the action, at
the same time preserving the strength and intensity
of the mental function to arrest or remove the
disease.

The power of the " will" as a therapeutic
means is beginning to attract more attention than
formerly, and only recently the attention of the
Paris Academy of Sciences has been drawn to
this subject in an able paper by M. Jolly. We
subjoin a short extract from this paper, as it bears
directly upon the subject in hand, and with it we
leave this matter to the thoughtful attention of
our readers :-

" Speaking of the power of the will in prevent-
ing attacks of cold, M. Jolly said that it is possible
to struggle quite successfully against fits of cough-
ing, a fact not only to be noted as a result of the
power of the will, but as a remedy which in many
cases cannot be without importance. It is often
seen that when children suffering from whooping-
cough are thoroughly preoccupied with their play,
they remain for hours without feeling the necessity
of cougljng, while they have constant paroxysms
in a state of repose, or are incessantly awakened
out of their sleep by the s.me cause ; and M.

124

Jolly states that he has not been surprised to lear"

that English medical men have been able to cure

whooping-cough by distracting the attention, and

in some cases by placing the patients near the

noise of manufactories.
Asthma, properly so called, has likewise under-

gone the salutary influence of a wisely-applied
will, whether in surmounting, by forced respiratiol,

the spasm of the bronchial tubes which have be
come inaccessible to the air, or by diverting, by

pre-occupation, the morbid exercise of the inier-

vation appropriated to their exercise. It is to

attain this double end that Laennec recommended
certain invalids to read aloud, so as to prolo,0

expiration, and to make inspiration more con'

plete. As a means of distraction, he also reco"'

mended the exercise of the senses, eveil in the

course of the night, when the fits seemed, as, e

frequently observed, to follow the ephemeral reVoe
lution. On this subject M. Jolly relates a curio
history of a patient who relieved his paroxysns
will by lighting a candle and distracting his m
by inspecting the furniture of his bed-room.

VENTILATION.-The following simple meth d

for ventilating ordinary sleeping and dwellit%

rooms is recommended by Mr. Hinton, in 0
" Physiology for Practical Use."-A piece of wo4
three inches high and exactly as long as the breadth

of the window is to be prepared. Let the sash b
now raised, the piece of wood placed on the 5 ij

and the sash drawn closely down upon it. If the
slip of wood has been well fitted, there will be 00
draught in consequence of this displacenent Of th
sash at the lower part ; but the top of the loS
sash will overlap the bottom of the upper one, ao

between the two bars perpendicular currents ofa'
not felt as a draught, will enter and leave

room."

A NEw DISEASE OF THE BRAIN.-A cur
psychological phenomenon has been reported bW
medical man in Bordeaux. A woman, Felida

has for sixteen years been undergoing an alteratlo

of memory, which has all the appearance of
doubling of life. There is amnesia, or loss of

ory, with regard to periods of variable duratiO 1

which have gradually been enlarging. The 010

ory, passing over these second states, connect
gether all the periods of the normal state, so
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00a'jrjE Fo UEsq. OCUSED SPECTACLES. - H. Grant
pectaof Montreai, has patented a new idea in,

Wth tw e which consists in filling the opening
per,0 halves of lenses of different degrees of

bthe aeaker being uppermost. Or they
8rak. Made long and short sighted, so that foreadit, one pair, the upper is in use, and forgreat the lower. They are certain to prove a

81assO enience to people who require to use

Hospital for Skin Diseases, London). Solutions
in ether were not found SO suitable as those in
chloroform. When applied, the skin becomes
supple, and the crusts show little or no disposition
to re-form. The usual constitutional treatment
should be pursued at the same time. He also re-
commends its use in chronic eczema.

HYGIENIC CANDLES.-Candles prepared with
various disinfectant substances have been manu-
factured in France, and are found very useful in
disinfectiny the air of .siel -1- .1--mes and roomsOlR RHEUMATISM.-An exchange in which there is defective ventilation. CarbolicCollecting all the receipts for rheumatism acid, chloralum, creasote, potassa permang, andhich We give below ;- other substances are used for the purpose, withe sats. Guiacum. Nux vomica. very good effect.Potash. Nitrate ofsodium. Fowler's so-arsenic. Galvanism. Bromide of arn- LEAD-POISONING TREATED BY GALvANISM.--..ys blisters. Bromide of potassium. Several cases of lead poisoning have been success-potassiue. Lemon juice. Colchicum fully treated of late by means of the galvanic bath.Pe turkis Baths. Acetate of potash. Traces of lead have been found in the water afterTurkih Bahs. cetae ofpt hSeed. Catnip tea, &c., &c. To which the patient has been immersed, although the watertded the Irishman's remedy, oatmeal and was known to be free from lead, before the patienttaken ab l'bitum, which means eat the was placed in the bath. It is believed that thetnd drink the whiskey, and last the ex- elimination of other metallic substances, such asa thW bark, salicin and salicylic acid, mercury or arsenic may be accomplished by similar~ th means.rheuth words of Dr. Leake, is the remedyrheatind. And as the Medical Record ANNUAL DINNER.-The annual dinner of theay e fot induige the hope (which may Toronto School of Medicine, was held in theaOther delusion) that if this opinion Walker House on Friday the roth ult., and wasa r correct, and that, as Stricker has in- attended chiefly by the students and professors, and

and.', remedy for rheumatism has at a few of their medical friends. The chair was oc-e taken t tIf one remedy is not sufficient, cupied Mr. H. S. Griffin, B. A. After dinner theutOgeer ; if the patient is not re- usual loyal and patriotic toasts were duly honored,
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has, as it2w

dinar ) si ere, two existences-the one or- -
stae c, coased of alle twe eisceofthe oneor- lieved let him study the philosophy of Rush,

Y onnpsed of ail the periods of the normal who held that " diseases are necessary to humanconnectd by hy, happiness," and be thankful.I, risIn1 ath the periods of the two states-that
d b sol fe. The forgetfulness is complete NEW TEST FOR ACIDS AND ALKALIES.---Thedang a te sbut refers only to what has happened flowers of the violet and iris have recently beenterir the second condition ; it affects neither found to yield a very fine blue color, which is aesa, s anotions nor general ideas. Besides am- more delicate test for acids and alkalies than thealady, caniests, in periods of attack of the solution of litmus commonly employed. Thee charnges in character and sentiments. name of the new color is phyllocyanin. It willhIteration h f memory and accompanying probably before long find its way into all chemicalflena have for cause (the author says) a laboratories.

the t in the quantity of blood conveyed toS eOcali zf the brain, stili unknown, where memory TREATMENT oF PSoRIASIS.--A solution of Indiase lized The momentary contraction of ves- rubber m chloroform (j of the former to i ofcuseed b t"hs the instrument of this diminution, is the latter) is highly recommended as a local appli-by the state of hysteria. cation in psoriasis by Dr. Cuttle (surgeon tri-u

bbban.-
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The Chairman in proposing the toast of the incontinence of urine, the result of a protract esico

"University of Toronto and University College," labor. She was confned in the Burnside lying'o searchl

commented on the unfair position which the Uni- hospital, Toronto, in the month of January, 187 6 aned th

versity of Toronto held in relation to English after a tedious labor lasting from Friday the 17' he dis(

Universities, owing to the fact that its degrees were until the following Wednesday. Uterine motor sti!t hig ul

not recognized by these bodies. This grievance lants were given in order to strengthen labor, bol througl

he hoped would soon be remedied, especially as they had little effect. The patient attempted t biadde

the degrees of similar institutions in New Zealand, void urine every hour or two, but was unable 0 U'1 fur

South Africa, and India, received recognition from pass much. The catheter was not used. aild th

the English Universities. Dr. Nellis president o On Tuesdaythe forceps were applied by the phW Orerati

Victoria College, was present, and made a speech sician in attendance, merely to correct some d pre Fu

in reply to the toast of " Our Educational In- position of the head, but delivery was not t pe

stitutions." completed, the child being born in the natural 0 the ac

on Wednesday. After delivery no inconvene ,1 t Or
NEw TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.-A corres- was experienced by the patient from incontinelle e jni

pondent recommends the following treatment of of urine until about eight days had elapsed ; dum 011 he
diphtheria. Avoid the use of caustics and all this time the patient was in bed, but on getting t0duce
stimulants, or destructive or astringent local appli- incontinence of urine with bearing down P aIli
cations to the throat, using hot water gargles only, ensued. 4tldlec
every half hour or hour. Use embrocations ex- The patient remained in the lying-in hospitai or ai
ternally, of a weak liniment of turpentine and about six weeks. She was believed to be suffeé a11d oc<
animal oil (as goose grease,) and the internal ad- from paralysis of the bladder, and the follow"d rhage h

ministration of liquor potassæ in doses to suit the was prescribed : hed

age, twenty drops every three hours to a child six R.-Tr. Cantharides, 3iiss. ee

years of age, until the membranous deposit has Tr. Nuc. vom., r i

disappeared, and the inflammation subsided. Sup- Ext. Ergot. fld., 3ij. 'ut f0
port the strength by liberal supplies of beef-tea, Tr. Ferri Mur., Sss. s
milk and raw eggs with brandy, also internal ad- Aque., ad 3viij.-M. diced
ministration of ammoniacal mixtures containing Sig.-gss. ter in die. o' ar
ammonia citrate of iron. This plan has been On er admission to the Toronto General e

pital, the same treatment was ordered and blg c
followed by decreased mortality rate. thi 1 laetinued until about the beginning of July, wi eeks fi

PUBLIC PROSECUTOR.-The public prosecutor any improvement. About this date she C charged

appointed by the Council at the last sitting, (De- under the care of Dr. Fulton, who at once

tective Smith), is at work in the western part of pected some other cause of the trouble, but 011 ue
the Province. Several prosecutions have been amination nothing unusual was discovered. , e la
instituted by him, and successfully carried out, so following, so highly recommended by Mr. BUo PItal

that he has become a terror to all quacks and un- in incontinence, was prescribed :-out
registered practitioners in this part of the country. R.-Tr. Ergot., 3iij. boutc
As soon as be gets through in the West, he will Tr. Ferri mur., 3iss. terna
turn his atttention to the eastern part of the Pro- Sp. chloroform. 3iss. au

vince, and make a scattering among tbe offending Inf. quassiæ ad. 3viij.-M. thg

bipeds. Sig.-3ss. ter in die.
bipeds. _ -~ -After trial of this for some time, turpentine r

xtøt gespital geports. belladonna were added to the prescriptiofln t
electricity was ordered to be applied direc be
the sphincter vesice. This failing to be O tala

VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA. service, forcible dilatation of the urethra s
(Reported by A. Davidson, Clin. Clerk.) sphincter vesicæ was had recourse to, but î%atil

C. McD. Mt 22, was admitted into the Toronto equally unsuccessful. The Dr. was now de

General Hospital, May 3rd, 1876, complaining of assured that it must be a case of vesico-vag
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iiVNbROIA--J. M., under the care of Dr.
on aye, was admitted into the General Hos-
2 the 26th of October. The patient is
t yeas of age and of healthy parentage.
ta ra ago he received a blow on the
l Pd Posterior surface of the ilium; swell-
ht Pa.n followed, but nothing serious was

of it. About eight months ago a lumpt0 ,
y grow and has since increased very

'iing the whole surface of the illium.
"ifned i erent to the bone, and appears to
be d111 parts ; near the surface, fluctuation
lg dftected. There is also considerable
nt the leg and groin about Poupart's
no on Consultation of the staff it was de-

interfre, as there were no doubt

e a s werec-ause_ Y ai sease in three weeks.
The eldest was 10 years of age and the remainder
were under four years. Three deaths occurred at
Cedar Point, and the radius of one and one-fourth
miles. Population of the district about 250 inhab-
itants. The locality is low, wet and badly
drained, and with the recent sudden changes of
temperature may be cited as the exciting causes of
this disease. In the region of Vienna, Mich.
diphtheria and typhoid fever are prevailing ; thediseases not being very fatal.

AN ABATTIR.-Notwithstanding the ordinances
of this city prohibiting the slaughtering of calves,
sheep, &c., in the limits of the city, quite a num-
ber of complaints are made at this office by persons
residing near meat markets, that this law is daily
violated. We are unable to prosecute the parties
because we cannot obtain the necessary evidence.
These animais are slaughtered in the cellars and
stables of butchers, with closed doors. That such
offal is detrimental to public health, will not be
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sc0ýuterine fistula, and upon instituting a most secondary enchondromata on the inner surface ofsearchînge

and t examination, by means of the speculum the illium as well. No treatment seems to be ofhe di n1jection of warm milk into the bladder, any service. The patient is kept quiet in bed,
jh up vered an opening half an inch in diameter, and medicines are given to relieve pain, from

th in the anterior cul de sac of the vagina which he suffers a good deal.bhrOugh Which the milk flowed freely from thebladder The diagnosis being now fully cleared gg »o ittig.and further medical treatment was discontinued,
opathe patient was put in preparation for an1 r. aIn. This was successfully performed by OHIO STATE BOARD 0F HEALTH.

ruton in the early part of October, in the The regular monthly meeting of the Board of
therac of several members of the hospital staff, Health for November was held in Toledo, Ohio.Seni aCting house-surgeon, assistants and a few We publish the following extracts fromthe report of
the or students. The patient was brought under the Medical Health Officer, Dr. Fisher.
the Ifluence of chloroform, placed on a table MORTALITY REPORTS FOR OcTOBER.-The mor-tO ber left side, and a Sim's speculum in- tality for the month of October was 56, or at the rate

uced and held firmly in situ by an assistant. of 13.44 per 1,ooo per annum. Only 12 deaths arearge In f th charged to zymotic diseases. Four were caused4agn of the opening was pared by a long- by typho-malarial fever, one by typhoid fever. Toored knife, to the extent of half an inch or class second, or constitutional diseases, eight
ail ound. This was done with great care deaths are charged. Consumption caused four.thagchupied considerable time. After aIl heror- Twenty-eight deaths are charged to local diseases.

ce had subsided, silver wire stitches were intro- Pneumoma and bronchitis caused 13. Six deaths
dt , by rn. are charged to developmental diseases, includinge el s eans of long curved needles having premature and still-births, Annual ratio per 1,ooodrw ysituated at the point. The sutures were inhabitants, 13.44; estimated population, 50,000.ea t0gether by twisting the wire with an instru- [This will be found exceedingly low when com-

Ar irpos and the ends cut off short. pared with other cities of the United States andA ced s self-retainin silver catheters theit foreign countries.] ED.dil frting sivrcater was then intro- PVALN DIAS-With the exception ofea into the bladder to allow the urine to drain PREVAILING DISEASES.-Wt th xepinoand thebepidemic influenza, there is very little sickness ineeand the patient put to bed. The case pro- the city. As previously stated there were fourbce. T Ost favorably, complete union taking deaths from typhoid and typho-malarial fevers.Week The patient was moving about in three The disease is not prevailing to any extent. In
h roIn the date of the operation, and was dis- the surrounding county diphtheria has been verygcured on th h i prevalent and fatal. In Oregon Township 13due th dh b th dl.A11 ,0;A
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questioned. Animals that have not reached the
age required by the ordinances of the city are
slaughtered and sold. By establishing a public
slaughter-house, all animals would be inspected
before they were killed. No diseased, overheated,
feverish or injured animal would be slaughtered.
Calves and other animals that have not reached
the age directed by the ordinances, would be in.
spected and would not be sold for food, as is
practiced too frequently by many butchees in this
city. Better ant more wholesome meats would be
furnished for food ; and the pernicious effects of
slaughtering in the city and in the suburbs, would
be obviated.

From estimates furnished by butchers it would
require about $4o,ooo to erect and furnish these
buildings, with the modern appliances. From five
to ten acres of ground would be necessary for each
place. In selecting the localities, attention should
be paid to water facilities, railroad communication,
and so far from the city that no injurious effects
should be caused to the public health. A careful
estimate of the number of animals daily required
to supply this city with food, gives the following
results : Sixty head of cattle, 250 head of small
animals, calves, hogs, sheep, and lambs. The
amount of offal in the slaughtering of the cattle and
smaller animals, including the water used, &c., is
about three tons.

This matter should not be drained into the river
or into any stream that is situated in the limits of
the city. It is important that these facts should be
borne in mind in the selection of a suitable locality.

MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

The regular meeting of the above Board of
Health was held at Lansing, on the ioth Sept.

Members present:-Dr. H. O. Hitchcock, Pre-
sident; Dr. R. C. Kedzie, Dr. A. Hazlewood, Rev.
C. H. Brigham, and Henry B. Baker, Secretary.

Dr. Kedzie presented two drawings, illustrating
his paper on "Ventilation of Railroad Cars."

A paper on the " Water Supply in Michigan "
was presented by Dr. Kedzie. The paper treated
of the geological formation of the State, as affecting
the water supply; the inechanical and chemical
effects of the different kinds of soil upon the water
filtered through them ; of the impurities usually
found in water supplies ; of graveyards and other
sources from which these impurities frequently
arise ; and of methods of improving the quality of
waters now used. It stated that the only sure
way to detect impurities in water is by a careful
chemical gnalysis, yet there are tests which can be
applied by any one, which give strong probable
evidence, such as.smell before and during boiling,
taste, and especially Heisch's test, which consists

in the addition of half a teaspoonful of pure suíl
to a pint of the water in a bottle partly filled, s
in a warm, well lighted place for forty-eight hoOd
The presence of cloudy matter indicates impuritieý

Dr. Baker presented additional material for $
paper on the " Death-Rate as Influenced by Ag
Climate, etc.," consisting of tables, charts, riaPý
diagrams, etc., and mentioned that he had found
way by which a comparison of the death-rates 0
different States could be made, without the ne¢e
sity of computing a life table for each locality.

Dr. Hitchcock read a paper on " Criminal Abot
tion," showing that, the present laws in this Stetc
have been derived from views held in past age
and are not in conformity with our present kWo'
ledge of physiology.

Dr. Hazlewood read a paper upon "Water
based largely upon the replies of correspondeno
to a circular sent out by the Board. He stat
the chemical composition of water ; the impurit'
usually found; the amount needed by each pe 150
daily for all purposes, which he placed at one
dred gallons at least ; the healthfulness of diffeo 0f
kinds of water ; the sources of the water supp
this State; the way to obtain the best cisternwa
and the danger of using water which had beeO
contact with lead pipe.

Dr. Baker read a paper on the " Cause of C
rea," reviewing the evidence lately published D
Dr. George T. Stevens, of Albany, N. Y.,
some others not heretofore published.

Dr. Hitchcock reported the proceedings Of tbe
International Medical Congress at PhiladelP
September 4, which he attended as a member, le
for the purpose of securing whatever might 90
mise to be of use in his labors in this Board
public health in Michigan.

Dr. Baker reported the proceedings of the Ao
Department of the American Social Science e>
ciation, at Saratoga, September 8. He gave
stracts of each of the papers read, most of
related to the improvement of the sanitary co
tion of schools and school children.

Dr. Baker also read a report on " Meth 0
Collecting Vital Statistics," in which he urged
amendment to the present law, which he
would increase the value of the statistics, an
materially increase the cost of collection. ¢

A proposed circular of instruction, relat1eig9
the restriction and prevention of scarlet fevetr
discussed at length, and is to be revised and ISe
for the benefit of the public health in Michigao

A circular to correspondents, asking for
ments of cases and of facts concerning ?
fever, was also discussed, and is to be issue
perfected.

A communication from J. H. Beech, M
read, giving the details of the drowning 0
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129for th t B- lake, and containing suggestionsreceie prevention of similar occurrences It was Those that promote constructive metamorphosis.

the d with thanks. Dr. Beech also reported 3 Those that modify the functions of the nervousCi alusual prevalence of diphtheria at Union syster.t and suggested that it afforded an opportunity 4. Those that cause some evacuation from the
fo Sudy'ing its causes. 

body.etc annual report of property, expenditures, 5. Topical remedies.18* asalso made. The property on hand con- In t e ds u io of h s ub cs a l rg
lentationer , meteorological and other instru- In the discussion of thes st nl imore particularly the library, which is amount of space is devoted to the the rapeu-al reincreasing in value. tical action of remedies. In regard to bleed-
IVTheareliey o correspondents relative ta pre- ing, the author says - Although it is un-alIng diseases in Michigan in 1875, and also ddiseasresults of the weekly reports of prevailing deniable that important results may be obtained
SUpe ta Septreber 3oth, are ta be published from general bleeding, it is equally certain that asAnimai Report. good results in most of the conditions may be hadby other methods."NORTH ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. He speaks highly of cupping and leeching,brMeeting of the above Association was held in although he believes the principal benefit is derivedrge on the 1th of October. Present -- _from the derivative counter-irritant effect produced.1s Back, F resident), Hillary (Secretary), He places, Hydrastis, Canadensis next to quinine
f a'î s, lack, Freel, Forrest, Rear and B. morkman. in the treatment of intermittents and considerstrrsr Jnoseph Workman, Riddell and Strange eucalyptus, so much extolled of late, as far inferior

.0Onto, and Dr. Hillary of Aurora. The thetes f last meeting were read and confirmed. to quinine, as an anti-malarial, but of great value inlie Secretary read letters of apology from invited chronic catarrh of the bladder. Alimentation isbut stated that he had received none such treated elaborately. Conium is recommended int · man embers. 
acute mania. All new remedies have received due

eresti orkman read an instructive and very in- attention, and altogether the work is one of valuern ra aper on " TInsanity. hcj iddell read a paper on "The duties of a A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON DISEASE 0F THEr an e read a paper on " Flexions and EYE. By Robert Brudenell Carter, F.R.C.S.effrente Uerus, illrang bias a St. George's Hospital. With one hundred and
the v oits ofUterus," by diagrams twenty-four illustrations. Edited, with additions
4 ifrent positions of the uterus, and explain-

s vantages of the many kinds of pessaries and test-types, by John Green, M.D. Philadel-s stiig that o phia: Henry C. Lea. Toronto : Willing &
A 11 eann htorgan in its prol)er position. Williamson.q4 e"ul5sto followed the reading 0f each paper,hicha Vote of thanks was tendered to the readers, Dr. Carter's work has been for some tue beforeIch the meeting adjurned for supper. the profession in England and has met with a very

meeting will be held in Uxbridge in favourable reception. It is a plain, practical workupon diseases of the eye, and one which willmaterially assist the general practitioner to treatordinary cases, and qualify him in determining whenL T AS N A AA cases are beyond his reach, and necessary to be4 FS, Ob MartoA MA., sent to a specialist. The American edition is aPet College. New York : D. very creditable work. We have no hesitation inCo. Toronto: Willing & William- recommending it to our readers.
the Work before us is an entirely new one on A MANUAL OF MIDWIFERY. By Alfred Meadows,t4 t of Materia 1edica, and is written by M. D., F. R. C. P. King's College, London.0f as had upwards Of 20 years' clinical ex. Second American, from the third London edition,t Tashi togthr of clai revised and enlarged, with one hundred and

'c.This, together with his systeni of classi. forty-five illustrations.. Philadelphia : LindsayeI Practical character of the information & lakiston.utrto Pat & Raw:ins y
.r. e authors' aims put forward on behalf Dr. Meadows' excellent manual has been receiv-

le divides remedies intofive classes: ed with much favor by the profession and a new
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edition has been called for. The author has taken APPOINTMENTS.-A. T. Dunn, M.D., of North
the opportunity of enlarging and making some im- Augusta, to be an Associate Coroner for the united
portant improvements, so that the present edition counties of Leeds and Granville. W. Hanover,
is a much more valuable book than its predecessor. M.D., of Almonte, to be an Associate Coroner for
The author is a very safe and cautious teacher, and the county of Lanark.
one could not place a better manual in the hands J. E. Kennedy, M.D., &c., Prof. of Materia Me&'
of students than this. ica in Trinity College Medical School, has been aP'
UTERINE VERSIONS AND FLEXIONS, by Ephraim pointed on the acting staff of the Toronto Gel'

Cutter, A.M., M.D., of Boston, second edition eral Hospital.
Boston: James Campbell & Co. Dr. D. Blackadder, has been appointed Residelt

LECTURES ON FEvERS. By Wm. Stokes, M.D., Clinical Assistant to the Brompton Consumptio

F.R.S., Professor of Physic in the University of Hospital.
Dublin. Philadelphia: H. C. Lea. Toronto: Dr. T. Millman, of Woodstock, Ontario, and st
Willing & Williamson. present Resident Accoucheur to St. Thomas' 105
The above mentioned author is not a stranger to pital, has been elected a Fellow of the Obstetrid

the professional reader, as a clinical lecturer and Society of London.
writer. The work before us consists of a series of Drs. W. L. Ward and R. L. Macdonnell,
clinical lectures delivered from time to time by the Toronto, have passed their primary examinatio1fl
author in the Meath Hospital, edited by Dr. J. W the Royal College of Surgeons, England.
Moore, assistant physician Fever Hospital, Dublin
The author condemns the anti-pyretic treatment of i 41 ŠfAth%.
fevers ; adopts the doctrine of change 'of type in
disease from sthenic to asthenic, which, he says, In Toronto, on the i 3 th ult., the wife of W-
occurred at the time of the first epidemic of Asia- Ellis, M.B., of a daughter.

tic cholera, and he now preçlicts another change in
the reverse direction already almost perceptible.
In regard to the causation of fever, he says : " the
same exciting cause, at least as far as we can see
of it, is capable of producing different kinds of
fever in different persons." This is contrary to the
teaching of most authors of the present day. The
symptoms of fever are fully described, except that
no allusion is made to tissue changes, the result of
high bodily temperature. The treatment is equally
defective on this point, little attention being paid
to means for the reduction of temperature.

A MANUAL OF PERCUSSION AND AUSCULTATION;
or the Physical Diagnosis of Diseases of the
Lungs and Heart, and of Thoracic Aneurism.
By Austin Flint, Sr., M. D., New York. Phila-
delphia: H. C. Lea. Toronto : Willing & Wil-
liams. Price $1 75.
Prof. Flint is so well known that no words of

commendation are necessary in announcing a new
work from his pen. This work should be in the
hands of all who conscientiously desire to be skill-
fui practitioners of medicine, yet in the study of
auscultation and percussion, a living teacher is
almost*indispensible, the living subject a sine qua
wn.

In Toronto, on the 2oth ult., the wife of D
White of a son.

At St. James' Church, Dundas, on the roth o
tober, by the Rev. Rural Dean Osler, CHAa
O'REILLY, Esq., M.D., son of the late Dr. O'Re
of Hamilton, to SOPHIA ELIZABETH, yot1fl%
daughter of the late GEO. ROLPH, Esq., of
das.

In Clarke, Ont., on the i5th, by Rev.
Donald, ALEX HAMILTON, M.A., M.D., o
York city, late of Millbrook, Ont., to KATE, e
daughter of the late WILLIAM RENWICK, Esq•

At Brantford, on Thursday, Nov. 2nd REGI j
DIGBY, second son of DR. HENWOOD, ag
years.

On the ioth of October, at Linstead,
of yellow fever, Dr. GEORGE F. BROWN, Co
ment Medical Officer, late of Toronto, ag
years.

In Toronto, on the 13th uilt., S. L. BATES,
in the 26th year of his age.
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PURE COD-LIVER QIL,
*4?tfactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Liver,

void~~~~~~~ afctrooaanvru'.

al dem and for Cod-Liver
de Pnided upon as itrictly , U

ithficellY prepard, having
'y the Medical Profession
id to undertake its manu-
ýishing Stations. where the
tcto land every few hourst
cons'equently are in great - -

.od of color odor, and fa'vor-
unpleýaaft taste. It le so sweet and pureblnd, fish-like, and'ito ost personn, nre
that it cae b retained by the stomach

when other kinds fail, and patients soon

become fond of dtC

The secret of making good Cod-Liver
)il lies in the proper application of the
proper degree Of beat; tOO much or too
proper eeýrionly injure the.qual-

.e m snufactured by us on the Great attention to oduce sweet Cod
balhth t.he greatest care, fron lutely necess

a
ry tocpd Oil found in the

th a ivers of the Cod only, Liver Thmake of manufacturer who
t proc any chenicals, by the markel
h th es' and lowest temperature are tTe a cxd

I f e ()il an be separated from ! r aeeaaotteemtes
the Livs. se r orate mnuf&'tuirî Oil, and give yours the decided preferene.

Parker. of New York, says: " h ave tried almost every other sanf is the best for foreign or domestie ise."ays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of ita Who have studied the effects of different Cod

l ars Of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and Am .'uperO ior to any of the brown Oers.
1. have unanimously decided the light straw-colored CodLiver Oil e saHORUS-CALISA -
he Th IR TN--Po of the above estimable Tonies,

Best Tonics of the their preparati on of the Pyrophosph
ned . L, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Professif Ca ar, o of te isyanreover-
dn their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated

th usîe~ ee IiZkine Of tifu AmeOo'red Cordli, delicious to the taiste
t t aya never before attained, in which the nauseo i afA er- cY CAisaYA BARK, not
t any injury to their active tonie principles, and blened into i from the. an Iron," which are aim an
ALto the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made d ixir of Casay ath Bark with Iron. Eac

O 8  
TREIR SALTS-beinz unlike other preparations a tr e Elixir of Ca o I

ine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being ain Pyrophosph t of S h ide
contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two aration contains one grain of Strycbfia added

9 4 hOsphorated Elixir of Calisaya Rark with Strychnia. Prng its tonic effect.
oit Of Our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatlY in ht grains AmmO nio-Citrate of Bk,,Mutb in each

O'Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismnth, containng eTg graork

lOilfUl Of the Ferro-Phosphorated Etixir of Catiseya Bark. &A R Co., CIcEMISTO &ND DaUGGISTO,NeYok

<JASWELL, 
New York. M

mmllt2tlnn1 111111TH LOON HOSPITALM itation Ratnes TH
FOR 1877.

l tollowing periodicals will be furnished with the
ANCET for one year at the following rates:

LANCET and
London Lancet, Reprint................$6 50
New York Medical Journal.............. 6 25
Braithwaite's Retrospect................ 5 00
American Journal of Obstetrics .......... 7 004k e*ie Medical Times, Philadelphia (Semi-mo.). . 6 oo
Medical Record, New York............. 7 00
Medical & Surgical Reporter, Philadelphia 7 00
Medical & Surgical Journal, Boston ...... 7 00
Lindsay & Blakiston's Visiting List (twenty-

five patients)...................... 4 0O
Do. Do. (50 patients) ........ 4 25

Pli &c. &c. &c.
for Specimen Copies of any of the above should be ad-

e' for mi Publishers of each journal respectively, to whom also
4 The ising numbers must be made.

the o unt of subscription in advance must in all cases accom-y h rer.

)M Agents; best chance of the season;
-à- y all the new and taking Chromos-

ne, On the Susquehanna, Off Boston Light, old Oaken
fountains, Niagara Falls, Newport, Saratoga, Virgili
Snow Storni, Aneritan Fruit, Pier at Calais. Passau
also 9x11 Chromos, on black or white mounts, floral

iunday school cards, statuary, mottoes, black ground
'nes and Agents' supplies at very bottom prices.

Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of stamp. Send for
LATHAM & CO., 419 Washington St., Boston, head-
ign and American Chromos.

The

MEDICAL COLLEGE.

London Hospital situated in the east end

London in the immediate vicinity of the

Docks, contains 8oo beds, and is the

ARGEST GENERAL HOSPITAL

in the United Kingdon,

adian and American graduates are admitted to

petual Practice, Medical and Surgical,

including DressershiPs for

sg T EN CUINEAS- JO

y t the SecretrYy Medical College, London

H4ospital, Mile End, London, E.

TO PIYSICIANS.
IDCLMAN wisties to retire, and dispose of his PraCtice),

hicb orth fron $4,00 to *6,000 per year in one sela RUe
adrosperotis towns lu Ontario. Aisoi, wiUli D

Eu and Lease Or Seil premises in connection with the same.

reasnable. Address " Doctor," care Dr. Fulton, LANcar

Toranto.

b 0

I
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THE IMPROVED
TROMMER'S fiTRC or Mlit

This Extract is prepared from the best Canada Barley Malt, by animproved proceS8 bvprevents âinjury to its properties by excess of heat. It is less than haif a expenseisforeign extract ; it is also more palatable, convenient of administration and will not fe1;w
Attention is invited to the following analysis of this Extract as given by S. H. Douglas, Prof. of Chemistry,011T O P M ICHI GN, A n A rbor: 

0
(l TROMMER EXTRACT OP MALT CO. :-I enlose herewith my analysis of your EXTRACT OP MALT : t

(Glucose), 46.1 ; Dextrine, Hop-bitter, Extractive Matter, 23.6; -Aibuminous Matter (Diastase), 2.469; ABh-PO5Pb1.712; Alkaies, .377; Water, 25.7. Total, 99.958. ,oi9
a hIn comparing the above analysis with tbat of the Extract of Malt of the GxRxAN PHARMACOPeIA, as given b>

that has been go generally received by the profession, I find it to substantially agree with that article.
Yours truly, SILAS H. DOUGLAS,

1 ySn"Prof. of Analytical and Applied ChemThis invalable preparation is digety recommended by the medical profession as a most effective therapeutic af dlthe restoration of delicate and exhausted constitutions. It is very nutritious, being rich in both muscle and fat-prod
materials. 

"0
By many American physicians, and among others by such foreign authorities (German, French, and E i>Niemeyer, Trousseau, and Aitken, the Malt Extract is extolled in the treatment of impaired, difficult and "irridigestion, nas of appetite, sick headache, chroni diarra, cough, bronchitis, asthma, consumption, the debility

females, and of the aged, in retarded convalescence frow exhausting diseases, and indeed most ail] depressing 0" 0Vin which it bas been found very sustaining and strengtbening, and admirably adapted for building up and invigOratîflsystem. It is often well borne by the stomach when ever> kind of food is rejected, thu i actually sutaining life.The presence of a large proportion of Diastase renders it most effective in those forma of dsease originating fect dige8tion of the starch!, elernenit of food. 
.o 0A singe dose of the Improved Trommer's Extract of Malt contains a larger quantity of the active propertiesthan a pint of the best aie or porter; and not having undergone fermentation, is absolutely free from alcohol and Cr

acid. 

0'The dose for aduts is from a dessert to a tablesponful three times daily. It Is best taken after meals, pure, OrwitP a glass of milk, or in watr, wine, or an kind of spirituous liquor. Each bottle contains ONE ANDONPouîtns of the Extract. Price $1.00.
In addition to the Extract of Malt with Hops, the attention of physicians is invited to the following combinationImprovedimproved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT, TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MAL1IFERRATED. the IODIDES 0F MON and MANGAOEach dose contains four grains of the Pyrophosphate of With dIR nIron. Particular> adapted to cases of ansmia. PRIcE, The experience of the late Sir J. Y. Simpson andî$1.0. 
in the use of this combination of salts bas been fully colde iby more recent experience. Particularly recommndeflo

lmproved 
anaernîa dependent upon scrofuia,' phthisis, cancer, th" '1YfrTROMMER'S C F MALT litic cachexy, enlarged spleen, and in chaorosis Whr@ t*TH CITRAT EXTRACI OF A alone bas failed. Each dose contains one grain eacb OfWITH CITR.ATE 0F MRON A"N QLJINIA. lodides of Iron and Manganese. PiticE, $1.50.Appropriate where Iron and Quinine are jointly indicated.Ver>' benefciai in the anæmic state following autumnal ------levers, in chlorosis, enlarged spleen, carbuneles, boils, &c. dIt is a pleasant tonie, the bitter taste being very effectully TROMMER E CAdisguised. Bsch dose contains four grains of the Citrate of TVM R EvTDACT OFl MALT9Iron and Quinia. PRitic, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
With HYPOPHOSPHITES.

Par su'perior to any of the " Syrups" of Hypophosphites,and invaluable in anæmia, scrofulous, tuberculous, aud ottereachectic conditions. In the various affections to which ero-fulous children are liable, as marasmus, rachitis, caries ofthe spine, &c., it is very efficacious. This combination is,in certain cases, even more efficient in exhaustion from unduelactation than the Extract of Malt with Hops. PaRicE, $1.50.

PRE AREDwr~

, TtOMER" EZRA 0FO MA LT 000

with ALTERATIVES.
Each dose contains the proper proportions of the I0.deeo <Calcium and Iron, and of the Chlorides and Bro01de0

Magnesium, Sodium, and Potassium. This combinatiopthe most potent alteratives with tonics and restorative bebeen successfully employed in the different forma Off S
dependent upon the " modified serofulous diathess' 'Soi
general pervertd glandular action, disease of the bo6,0'cartilages, catarrhal affections of the eye, ear, and lpharyngeal mucous surfaces, eczematous, and other 0 Ir
neous eruptions, in rheumatic arthritis, scrofulous rhtism, &c. Pasici, $1.50.

For Sale by Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States and Canada. I
PREPARED

BY
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crOTcI-IIi eALIu
Established 1846.

e A; MITCHELL & SON,
114 Dundas Street West, North Side,

LONDON, ONT.

We beg leave to draw the attention of the Physicians of Ontario to our preparations of

aItures Elixirs Fluid Extracts and Syrups,
Nch kets Our laboratory is mnanaged

t prac iant astgood if not superior to American preparations which heowaour maressin w r a sa

patronaemistnwho is also a graduate of medicine, and knowing the wants of the profession we ask for a share of
ýn fa Oinn qugard lity b t i c e. P s a nsd

aer fe, knowing that our goods will compare with any, not y d to; private formulas pr
t Cs have avour by calling on us when in London. Correspondence promptIy at

mei stock a full line of nLno.C

Trusses, Elastic Goods, Shoulder-braces, Supporters, Surgical Instruments,
~'wYork prices. gsent to any address.

»- Send for quotations ; price-list

TIEMANN & CO.,
~ AN. ESTABLIBHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

b1 0TRAM STREET, NEW YORK,
M ANUPACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

SAGI0AL INSTRUMENTS,
4% 0r Fractures, Dislocations and Deformitles,

e natruments for Local Anosthesia, and for Applica-
• the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

o l Jrethra, Bladder, &c., &o. Laryngoscopes,
O hthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermie Sy-

nges, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of ali kinds made to order,
and the Latest Improvements and

1s, Novelties promptly supplied.

W0 SILVER MEDALS AWARDED

BY THE

s ]EXPOSITION OF 1867,
Tar ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

CUTLER'S
POcKET INHALER

A"D
Oarbolate of IodiBe InhalanhB

A REMEDY for sIl NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-
REaDsafording relief in ome ases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gottn UP on an entirely new principleo

and is well adapted to the treatmeflt of &Il those disesses of

the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It ', 
endored

by many leading practitioners, and cominendi itiel! to, &Il

Dirgan apparatus. Professor of chemistry and PharmacY

in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report

upo i t es concludes in these words :
upon its mer, thi Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish iti

"4 On the whole, ) se yt eot simple ad el es ed
purposesp by novel, yet by the moi pe andl ecai

means; t be pilosophical in conception, and

out in the execu no danger of breaking or spilling, bosides

Alwngas5 rafead efficient in the handa of the novice aÉ the

bengassafe an' efard Rubber, it may te carried about the
adept. Made ofHrapnl

prnashandly s a peclcase, and used regardlesa of

eor ad tented in the United States, England and

time or Place. 000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, 5cludiig Inhalant for two montha' use. Neatly

ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra

bottles of Inhalant, 50e. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kepteby ail daruggist. Send your address and receive ou

descriptive circular, post-paid.
W. Bl. SMITH A CO.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y-

Samnpleo to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

and cataog
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians :

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGraw, M.D.Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Pof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing
FOR BALE BYtS LM -

NEW YORK CII/%>
Prof. W. A. Hammonld, ,
Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, p.
Poof. James R. wood'

PHILADELP0A- af
Prof. Robert E. Rogerst 0;
Prof. B. Howard Rad,

CANADA. s
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D"

tharines. ]Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., X
Dr. John R. Dickson,

Kingston. or
Dr. B. H. Lemon,

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander

Fergus.Dr. A. Wolverton, 1.
ilton.

Dr. J. Fulton,MD.

Compaol'
a K.

Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for th

.G. OTTO & SONS
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDER:S.) I

MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OFSurgical Instruments and Orthopedical AppliancO'43d CiAv:A. B r0'WTHE PATENT SPIRAL SPRING RING PIESSARV. 00
The engraving below shows the manner of mauatrPgte Rin G N PesEy asia spig0 ssweAR otY. h of%rounded whlebone are inserted, which. is bourid loosely by the spiral spri1-, Chus allowing the coils of whalebone to revol ve ah 

nmigblwsostemne 
fmnfcuii teRn esr*y nasia piý fbaswr rou:ds 15d:

selves, giving, as will readily be seen, more elas4ticity than they woul wcre they homi- ti-ghtly bx' a soft wvire of any materiai, thpelbe
apriug are then screwed Logether, and the whole covered with soft rubber of'exceedingîy susooth surface. We manufacture iln
manner the Bow Pessarv, Albert Smith's and ail other shapest oavly by oF. G. OTTO & SONS, 64 CHATHAN ~STREET, NErWydouEK.'-i

F. Q. Otto & Sons' Patent Truss Pad.

WARRANTED
NOT TO BREAK.

Cannot be surpassed
FOR

ELASTICITY
AND

DURABILITY.

For Sale by

DRUGGISTS
AND

INSTRUMENT

DEALERS.

I

Nç BROS., TORONTO.
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;e BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS 0F iS7" °

10ad a SLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Aulflnal Teri, the Reguar Winter Session,

SImrSession. inebae

%>D- 1 T E I nUINARY mmence on Wednesday, September 13, 1876,

•'conti thELIINAR AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will costruction? consisting of didactic lectures on
%Dt£ýji iue Until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, ms the entire Faculty. Studentsdesn to

r tend th Jects, and daily clinical lectures; will be given as heretofore, by Ter but attendan

s otre egular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preinar ¿ern bn arenced the sa numr ana
• Du; ing the Preliminary Tern, clinical and didact lecu ic

4re the Regular Session. 1876, and end about the rst of March
S 7. Rl REGULAR SESSION will commence on WednesdaY, Septem 7

be Children, and Pesidenabout thes ollege.h

oit J I E. TAYLOR, M. D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Wonen andChildren, and Pregident of the Colae.

R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. women0CE BARKER, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases Of

N FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of e ,a thGe -rinary Systeumad CinIcal SUStpr.
L VANBUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of surgery with tis, and Clinital Surery.

A- SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Disloca
jLANDER B. MOTT, M. D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery. Cildren, and Ciical idwifery

T. LUS K, M. D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseasès of Women and n i!
D R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynaecology. and Clinical Medicine.

- POLK, M.D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therpeutc retaryof
p ?IIN FLINT, JR., M D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, a

GEUS S. CROSBY, .D, Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical AnatOmfY.d

ivEN DOREMUS, M.D., LLD., Professor of Chemistry and.ToxcologY. Diseases of theNervous System and Clinicsl Medieine

0D G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and Histoogy ,

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARMMENTS ETC.

a RY D NOYES, M. D., Professor of Opthalmology and OtologY. edic Ju prUdence. e
ED RAP. GRAY, LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medici nd hair of Surgery, etc.MD.,ii cî'djnea t theChr

ARD L. KEYES, M. D., Professor of Dermatology, and ad otrator of Anatomy.)
RY G.JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of PracticalAnatomy. (Demo

& OYMILTON YALE, M.D., Lecturer Adjunet upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A MITH M.D,.'Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine. of clinical and didatic teaching. Au

Setse tinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the unier of in addition to four didctic
rer are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regllar Winter Session, ia i tion.

on ilottd to clinical instruction.
on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily aooT hi term continues from thegirst Of

e Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations' from Text s i te rmnts frld bha cors of

the first of June. During this Session there will be daily reci n the iospital and College Building.
apponted by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are aisO given

Fees for the Regular SessO ..
eees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Tern, . 1500
De rculation Fee.................................................... 00

O rnonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection) .....................
raduation Fee................ ...................

Fees for the Spring Sesion .50
Maýtculation (Ticket good for the following Winter) .... .. . .

ita.tions Clinics, and Lectures.......... ........... . ...............................
"secting (Ticket good for the following Winter) .................. ' "e " .r %A course u

den S who have attended two full Winter courses of Lectures may 6e txanune amind at the end ore
edica, Physiology, Anotomy, and Chemistry, and, if succeis te> u i, le ,l at the end of ther t

4ofn Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Obstetrics only.
r the Anual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation a th tio

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medical College.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyl 0
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.If yqu wih to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and alto caln and assuage the weary acings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous medl0iregulate the cirdulatiDg systerns of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply 0marvellous remedy discovered by Da. J. COLLIs BRoWNE (late Medical Staff), to which hethe name of

CHLORODYNE
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderfl and valuable remedydiscovered. etems odru n aubermd

CHLRODYNE is admitted by the Profession to- be the most wonderful and valuable rell'O1ever discovered.
CHLORODYNEis the best renedy for Cougbs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.Cr LORODYNe effectualy checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria,
C ou ARgDYNE aCtc likl a carm in Diarrhoa, and is the only pecific in Cholera and Dys5oî'eeCHLORODYNE effectually cuts ishort al attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and SPOCHLORODYN is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toutbo"Meningitis, &c. 

yr
Extract from Indian Economist."W. direct the attention of medoal men to a fact observed ome years since by ourselves, and corroborated o

subuequent experience, that Dr. J. Collia Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Foyer immenseîy supO"11;iSt
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Clii Browne's Ch sporodYl'propeorly appraised in Idia. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child thre ' days old. WrOn e<imon but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatmUt rth"rds f the diseases to which abitdren are subject. Its curative power is simply amasig. 'o n terIlEarl Russell communicatod to the College of Physicians that ho had reoeived a despatch from Her MajostYp~~
at Mania, to the effct that Cholera had been raging farfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service wasiDYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALLUS PETTIGREW, M.D., lion. F.R.C.S., England.Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physioogy at St. George's School of Medicine.
"I have no hepitation lu stating, after a fair trial of Chicrodyne, that 1 have nover met with any medicia 0u0e

*ouse as an Anti-Spasmodie and Sedative. I have tried it in Consoumption, Asthma, Diarrhea, and other disoas •most perfectly satisfied with the results."
"rom Dr. ToMAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.I will thank you to send me a further supply f Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used d o

ing relief lu violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who bas sulle"06
years with periodical attacks of Spasma cf a most painful nature, and unahie to obi ain relief from other remediel, 5opium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne.'a

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., forncastle.d We ave made pretty extensive use of Oblerodyne in our practice Litely, and look upon it as an excellent dI
Sedativo and Anti-Spasmodia. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever 1310
induces a feeling of comfort and quiotude flot obtainable by any other remody, and seems to possoss this great air»V*àover all other sedatives, that it eaves no oupleaiant after effeots."t

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford."It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical rorts on the efficacy of Chîcrodyne render it of vital importane thOpublie should obtain the genuine. wbich bears the words "Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chorodyne."Vice-Chancellor WoOD stated that Dr. J. C'Lis BRowNR was undoubted y the Inventor of CHLORODYN: t et twhole story of the Defepdant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue. 
tatLord Chancellor Seihorne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepreosOOttie

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood. 
DN~Chemist thrughout the lanl confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYSold in Bottes at CH ld.,2s 9d. 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words "COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYN E " on the Governmeit Stamp. Overwhelming xTestimony CceonIpanies eacb boule.

SoLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LO i
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A4ND RETAIL DRUGGIST-Con. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.
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ide to intendingf purchasers, àujc te
piies Of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve n a kept in 8 OZ. bottles, and e 5 te

thebs lity being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrp 1s 1876
ýt:he bote. £W Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. orrected to Sept, jet, 876.

r c. e. 0 Rad. Rhei. pulv............ Ilb. 2 0
r. . ··. oz. 0 07 T Iodine, 75 Santoi . . . . . 90

n . oz. bot. 20 Jalapin....... ....... 8oz.bot. 0 24 SodteBicarb............ .. l 0 14
0 23 Lin. Saponis.... ... ...... bot.017 " Potass. Tart.

lb. 0 25 Liq.Ammon............. 020 Spir. Camphor.. ....... 8 oz.bot. 028
. 8oz.bot. 0 22 " Arsenic............... 00 " nAmmon. Co 026

o .. ".. 0 33 -" Bismuth ............... " .0 28 Syr. Aurant ........ 20
0 28 " Donovan 1 30 " Codeda..........

s 8.... E 0 08 "OpiiSed.........:":1 Ferr Oo.....:4
OZo. 0o 08oo1. d. é 1 30 "é Potassæ. . .... .. . o.. 0 20 Strych. Phos. CO .. .. .. ai 0 66

.....8 oz. bot. 0 63 Mist. Ferri Co..........8 oz. bot. 0 20 "Hypophos .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 46
OZ. 0 30 Morph. Sul. .............. .4 00 Phosph.Co.
.. 0 30 " Mur.............. .« 0 20 Senegie 038

.. é. 0 13 01. Crotonis.. ....... " 02 ea . .. 0 20
0 15 " Jecoris Asselli........ . 0 30 Tinct. Aconit........

lb. 1 40 " Olivæ Opt.. .. ......... . 60 "Arnca .... 024
·· · ·.. OZ. 0 50 Opium...................' 0 70 t Calumb. 20.-. 0 15 Powd.... ........ 0 Camph. ............ 0 2ib. 1 25 " s................ .030 Cardam. Co 024

C..... oZ. 0 20 " "é et Ferri. ... 0 88 "e Catechu 020
..... " 0 12 "é " Myr............. " " 0 30 " Cinchon Co ........ 024

··· · "f 005 " Assaft .Colch.Sem. . .4 20
Ang.. . ' 0 20 " Cath. Co., U. S.......l 1 00 ": Digital 020

.... " O 30 " Hydrarg, Mass . 30 " Ergot................. e o3e
0 75 " Subchlor. Co. gr 0 35 " Ferri Perchlor .. 0 i

·.. " 0 07 "< Rhei. o.. .. ......... " 040 " Gentian Go 020
50 " Podophyllin, Co - 25 " Hyosciam.... 20

" 0 30 Plumbi Acet........... 0 60 odine . 046
.0. 4 6 ldn 04.. '.. < 0 90 Potass. Acet............... 0 35 f Nucis VOm............ 0 24

110 " Bicarb............ .* 090 Opii......".." 0
."-.. " 060 " Bromid .... 4 20 Rhe o..........

lb. 030 " Iodid.............. . 0 75 " Vaer ................ " 0 20
oz. 0 12 PuIv. Creta Co.. .. .. .. .. « 100 Verat Vir 0&.............o 024

0 66 " COpio...... .. " 2 60 Un . Hyd. Nit .b. ode
" 0 18 " Ipecac............... ' 2 25 ' Znc..."." ..".""" ." 0. .
" 015 " " o.. .... ........ 1 50 Vin. Ipecac....... ..... 8 oz. bot. 030

tae..." 0 10 "e Jalaa........ 35 Antm................. 0 2
... .. " 0 07 Quinoe Su.......... os.A

nent of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c. &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a conste
Vaccine Scabs, $2 Half-Scabs,. Enemas froni 75c.

MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Virus,

Obtained by the method of

thatllrtos bpANIMAL VACCINATION,

ucase rof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
. abd ' Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in

fftIry laugurated in America in September, 1870, by
the h artin, with virus and autograph instructions
tet ad Of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by farSand nost perfect in the world.

IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10 ................................. $2.00.

CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY
SE LECTED ...................... $5.00.

ESTABLISHED 1836.
NE W YORK.

H. PLANTEN & SON,

MEDICINAL CAPSULES
OF ALL KINDs. ALSO,

Emnpty Capsules (5 sizes), for the easy administration of

nEusCOus medicinal preparations.

Lt on appliction. W Sold by a Druglist
riet andSamPle,8,t»apiain

1~

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,
CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the largeat

and mopt wideY 0 rorulated Medical Journal in Canada.

Tg.qued proýp11tI on the 1st of each month.

t% t fully warranted efficient. It will be packed Sbsoription $3 per annum in advance. Single
Pa rfeet safety by mail. Full directions for use S Scpies 0 cents, for Sale byr afe ah package. Remittances must accompany c0p

eevery of Virus insured. WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

'NRY~Ai Comncain oontaining Remittances, Drafts orA. MARTIN & SON, post-Ogfice Order, to be addresoed to J. FULTON M.D.,

Boston Highlands, Mass. Manager, Toronto.
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The Banning Truss and Brace

ý. 2

Fig. No. 18.

Improved Revolving
SPINAL PROP.

Fig. No. 19.

SPINAL PROP
APPLIED.

Co.

S'à~

o 4- 0, é

Fig. No. 14.

Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVEI;

Unriaud f0 the treatment Of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,
restrains no motion, and makes no
show through the dress.

-he above cut represents BAY-
bIXle'S Noi.FmcIOM l SwjY-ADJvST-
ING BEAcE Tavus, applIed for the
retention of inguinal, fémoral
and umbilical hernia. Acts upon
the principle of removing viscéra
weight frorn hernial openings. la
light. co*and sel-f.dw b. and
a absolutciy a £NoLi-.*sutit: xi ria.

Banning Truss & Brace Cfos.
E3'T' S Tr EM M

Or

NECHANICAL SUPPORT
Eu the unquallfied endorsement of ovêl fiv
thouaand of the ieading medical men of tbie
eountry and Europe, and hba beau adophed bW
them in their practice.

PRACTITIONERS
Report to the Kedical Journals md to us ha
esses of

SPINAL DEFORMITIES

other P ro rseta, Abdominal Su-
portera and Pessaries,

YIELD READILY
TO

Our System of Support.

Thé above cut repr
ZUMMOVTEn ABDoMMlhA

leing ttaceî, BÂUN

BD BIFUECATE» UrEfIY
ns gorting the va

the vagins, reatoring
or overtaied uterua (Wl
Iiig it] to its normal PO0

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE CO., 704 Broadway, above 4th St.
No other office or Address. Send for Descriptive PanlPh1

N. B.-The numbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List NOs'
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